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1.
HISTORIC ROMAN CEMENTS:
DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION,
USE AND DISTRIBUTION

The development of the Roman cement industry
Increasing efforts of research into hydraulic mortar binders to understand their reactions with water go back to the second half of the 18th century. The onset of industrialisation called for building constructions for which traditional mortars had not sufficiently
good properties, whilst pozzolans and trass were difficult to get, and expensive.
Two names are to be mentioned in context with the dawn of hydraulic binders: Bernard
Forest de Bélidor from France (1697 – 1761), who first described the use of concrete
for foundations under water in his compendium “Architecture hydraulique”, and John
Smeaton from England who identified the compositional requirements needed to obtain
hydraulicity in lime, due to the presence of certain amounts of clay in limestone. His Eddystone Lighthouse built around 1755 marked the beginning of a new age of hydraulic
binders.
John Parker was presumably well aware of the findings of these two engineers when he
succeeded to produce Roman cement out of „septaria“ in 1796. The British Patent No.
2120 granted to Parker on the 28th of July 1796, for his invention of “A certain Cement or
Terras to be used in Aquatic and other Buildings, and Stucco Work”, set the beginning to
the success story of a group of binders known, amongst other, as Roman cements. This
name was first used in a 1798 pamphlet advertising Parker’s cement and soon criticised
as being an inappropriate reference to the Romans who had no such equivalent material.
The following is an excerpt of Parker’s patent specification:
The manner in which I prepare and compose this cement is as follows:
The stones of clay or noddles of clay are first broken into small fragments, then burnt in a kiln or furnace (as lime is commonly burnt) with
a heat nearly sufficient to vitrify them, then reduced to a powder by any
mechanical or other operation, and the powder so obtained is the basis
of the cement.
To compose the cement in the best and most advantageous manner,
I take two measures of water and five measures of the powder thus
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described ; then I add the powder to the water, or the water to the powder, taking care to stir and beat them during the whole time of intermixture; the cement is
then made, and will set or will become indurated in ten or twenty minutes after the
operation has ceased, either in or out of water.
But although I have described what I consider as the best proportions for the composition of the cement, it is expressly to be understood that these and all other proportions are to be included within the meaning and purpose of this Specification, but
that no other proportion will produce so strong a cement in so short a time as those
I have here pointed out; and, also, that I occasionally burn, and grind, and mix the
powder before described with lime and other stones, clay, sand, or calcined earths,
in such proportions as may be necessary and useful for the purpose that the cement
is intended to be applied to, always observing, the less water is used the better, and
the sooner the mortar or cement is used after being made, the stronger and the
more durable it will be.

In principle, not much has changed in the production of Roman cement since that time.
Roman cements usually continued to be natural cements, i.e. coming from a single
source rock, despite some attempts to calcine such binders from blends of sourced and
mixed materials. Today known as Early or Proto Portland Cements, these binders proved
successful only once their temperatures of calcination were significantly higher than for
Roman cements, which could be technically best achieved by the introduction of horizontal rotary kilns after the 1860s.
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In view of the above, during the first half of the 19th century Roman cements were predominantly produced and applied in England. Exportation to continental Europe and overseas, particularly to the United States of America, led to a limited use outside England
where the amounts of production were still low at the beginning of the 19th century. The
USA started with their own manufacture of Roman cements in 1818, while on the European continent they came into use rather towards the middle of that century, right in time
of the boom in engineering and building construction which started soon after the 1850s.
The use of Roman cements started to decline much earlier in the UK than continental
countries and can be traced to the mid 1850s. At this time two events coincided, i.e. a
reduction in the easy availability of septaria from coastal sources – so extensive had
been their collection that Parliament was concerned about coastal erosion – and developments in the production of Portland cement which led to improvements in its strength.
Following a period of increasing popularity within the period of about 1850 to 1900, the
decline of Roman cements in continental Europe started around the turn of the century,
when many cement plants switched to the production of Portland cements which, for
a number of reasons, seemed to match better the needs of the changing conditions of
the building construction sectors. Thus, in the inter-war period less and less Roman cements were produced, until they had practically disappeared before World War II. Just
one firm, i.e. Vicat in their Grenoble plants, continued to produce such binders which
were, however, rarely employed for purposes of façade rendering and architectural heritage restoration.

Production of Roman cements
Cement stones which provided the raw feed for the Roman cement production, called
marls or marlstones, came from different geological formations of many European regions. Whilst marls in the form of nodules embedded in clayey rocks, also known as septaria, were typical for the British Isles, in continental Europe deposits of stratified marls
were mined. The nature of the marls largely determined the quality of a given brand of
Roman cement, yielding different cement properties and colours. Marls were usually
extracted from quarries above-ground, although some subterranean sources were exploited through mining.
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Both the size and the shape of the marl fragments to be calcined varied significantly. For
the English septaria their crushing into small fragments of about 5 cm is described, while
the raw feed of marls extracted from rock strata was rather in the size of up to half a
metre. The shape of crushed marl fragments may vary from bulky to platy and may form
a factor of importance for the heat transfer in the kiln. The process of mixing cement
stones from different areas of one owner was common practice, sometimes with the aim
to obtain a Roman cement with optimum properties. Such mixing was always done prior
to calcination.
In the decision where to locate a cement plant, the vicinity to the raw source was of equal
importance as the supply with fuel and the infrastructure needed to deliver the cement
by rail, river or road transport.
Roman cement kilns were usually of the vertical shaft kiln type, frequently arranged to
batteries of several kilns side by side to each other. According to the availability, timber,
coal, coke or even turf served as fuel. The kilns were operated either in a periodic or in
a continuous way.

This is an example of an early kiln in Sandsend, near Whitby in the UK. It was used to
produce Mulgrave cement valued for its use
in Stucco work. The cooper’s shed where
the barrels were manufactured can be seen
at the rear of the kiln.

Temperatures of calcination were typically “below sintering”, i.e. at temperatures where
virtually no melt would form. Today we know that for most raw feeds this was below
1,000 °C, although it is obvious that significant gradients of calcination were inevitable.
Reported times of residence were in the range of 36 hours, depending on the size of raw
feed and of the kiln. The resulting clinker could be sub-optimally calcined - underburned
– which could be detected by the presence of a bluish colour in the core of a burned
fragment. In contrast, overburned and sometimes vitrified clinker was identified by its
hardness and specific weight. By manual selection the removal of these portions was
attempted, though it is likely from the analysis of historic Roman cement mortars that
some brands may have contained controlled amounts of under- or overburned material,
a factor which would affect the set and strength development of the cement. In all Roman cements, however, by the nature of its means of production, every brand revealed
a rather broad rangel of calcination. This is not only a distinctive feature useful for the
identification of Roman cement mortars, but also important for the performance of the
cement properties.
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Section and plan of a traditional shaft kiln
for the periodic or continuous calcination of
lime and cement.

Grinding of the clinker was a decisive step in order to obtain the correct fineness, with
the calcined material being reduced „to an impalpable powder, until no grittiness is perceptible upon rubbing a pinch of it between the thumb and fore finger“. Mills with vertical
stones were usual, cast-iron rolls were profitably used to obtain a fine powder. The presence of water power was a condition to run these grinding devices.
The storage and packing of the ground cement was an essential quality control mechanism to minimise the reaction between cement and moist, carbon dioxide containing air.
This would yield prolonged times of setting and strength development of the mortars.
However, many historic sources of literature recommend some time of air curing as a
proper means to retard the cement.
The cements were usually packed in 250 kg barrels whose interiors were covered with
tarred paper, or in 25 kg sacks. At dry conditions of storage, the quality was guaranteed
for more than one year.
Thus, a Roman cement plant needed to have at its disposal more than just a kiln and a
quarry. Several different crafts and equipment was needed for the production line from
the marl quarry to the barrel ready for shipment. The factory was always situated near
a creek to have enough water power for the grinding machines. The material from the
quarry was transported to the kilns either by a small railway, or by cable cars or by horse
carriage. Workshops for the barrel makers and smiths were also included, as well as
stabling for the horses. Transport of the Roman cement barrels was by railway, horse
carriage or by river floats.

Advertising of a cement producer showing
a barrel used to ship Portland and Roman
cement
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Historic use and application of Roman cements
BACKGROUND
The nineteenth century was an era of rapid industrial expansion, growing wealth of the
societies and extraordinary construction activity. The cities were expanding on an unprecedented scale, monumental public buildings and seats of commercial institutions
were constructed as well as residential architecture. This was accompanied by increasing demands for engineering infrastructure to support transport and trade. Whilst Roman cement was a key feature of major engineering projects, such as Marc Brunel’s
Thames Tunnel commenced in 1825, its use in the urban landscape of the 19th century is
our particular focus in the 21st century.

The Thames Tunnel under construction, 1830
Source: Wikipedia.

The sumptuous facades of the buildings were decorated with architectural and ornamental forms imitating the grand styles of the past epochs but the technology of manufacturing the decorative elements was entirely contemporary. The key material was Roman
cement, ideally suited to decorating buildings due to the short setting time, warm yellow-to-brown colour and good durability to atmospheric influences. Roman cement was
referred to as the exterior equivalent of gypsum plaster as it offered the same speed of
set and manipulation as gypsum, yet could withstand exterior conditions very effectively
and was highly recommended in contemporary technical literature and textbooks for
stuccoists as ideal for plastering applications – rendering, run mouldings and castings.
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Roman cement mortars were used to
produce this typical façade decoration:
relatively thin flat render, run profile of the
window frame and cast crowning cornice.

MORTAR RECIPES
The analysis of a large number of samples collected from historic buildings decorated
with Roman cement mortars - representative of different European areas in terms of
materials, historic periods and geography - indicated a wide range of ratios of aggregate
to cement: for cast and hand-run mortars the aggregate contents were low - typically 2025%, for renders and especially pointing mortars higher - generally 40-50%. The results
match the recipes for mortar mixtures given in the handbooks of the nineteenth century.
A wide range of mineralogical materials were used as aggregate, which reflected local
geological conditions.
For the majority of mortars analysed, very fine sand of grain size below 1mm was used.
The observations indicate that in historic mortars much finer aggregates were used than
recommended in contemporary standards for lime-based mortars and renders. There
was a clear tendency to use more coarse aggregate for cast elements than for renders
or in-situ-run elements. The shape of aggregate grains varied from very round to very
angular – it seems that the historical practice was to use locally available sands, with no
particular requirements for particle shape.
It should be also noted that unhydrated remnants of original cements are of significant
importance for the proprieties of historic mortars as they act as aggregate, and their
amount may occasionally add up to a total of as much as 25 %. Their grain size distribution roughly matches the size of approximately 0.2mm, the fineness of ground Roman
cement prescribed in the contemporary standards.

Unhydrated grains of the original cement
encapsulated in a very fine mass of hydrated
products.
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LAYER STRUCTURE
The plain renders varied in thickness between 2-50 mm. The renders could consist of a
single render coat applied directly on a solid masonry substrate or be a sandwich structure in which the render coat was followed by a finer second coat providing a final smooth
surface. Also, run mouldings and castings had usually finer outer layers and a coarse
interior core.
There is well documented evidence that early English Roman cement stuccoes were coloured by limewashes and later by oil paints, usually to imitate the colour of the Bath
stone. The post-1850 Roman cement stuccoes in Central Europe were usually unpainted,
and Roman cement wash, composed of the cement diluted in water, was a universal
technique for finishing them.

A simple structure of a Roman cement
render – a single layer of mortar very rich in
aggregate (1) is finished with a thin layer of
Roman cement wash in two layers (2+3).

CASTING ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIVE DETAILS
Historically, Roman cements were widely used for the mass-production of cast decorative elements in large numbers and at reasonable cost. Roman cement mortars had the
advantage of being more resistant in outdoor exposure than gypsum stuccoes and far
less expensive than terracotta or zinc plate.

A design for the decorations below the
windows. A cast element marked by the
architect with a blue pencil is surrounded
by run profiles and flat renders.
Number of pieces to be cast is indicated at
the top (szt: 16).
Former Trade Academy, 1904-1906, by Jan
Zawiejski, Kapucynska 2-4, Krakow, Poland
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The final form of the cast ornament – state
after conservation.

Originally, the castings were produced in elastic moulds made of animal glue; despite
the use of oil as an isolating medium, they were very sensitive to the prolonged action
of moisture. The typically rapid setting of Roman cement mortars allowed for a quick
removal of the casts and enabled, therefore, the repeated use of the moulds. In order to
reduce their weight, the casts were normally hollow, and they were fixed to the masonry
on wrought iron nails. By their typically pinky-brown to dark-brown colour, Roman cements resembled burnt clay, and this is probably why cast Roman cement elements were
frequently left unpainted, at least till around 1900. Only later were the decorative elements integrated into a more elaborated colour concept of the façade by painting them.

A large hollow cast of a console dismounted
to show the casting technique and collect
samples.
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RENDERING AND RUN WORK
The grand stuccoes of the nineteenth century always contained linear or oval mouldings,
like cornices, obtained by applying in situ the mortar and repeatedly passing a profile
over them. Renders, usually rusticated or lined out with false joints, were used to imitate
stone details and textures.

The missing part of the run profile is reconstructed by applying in situ Roman cement
mortars …

… and repeatedly passing over a wooden
profile.
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Standards
Attempts to control the quality of Roman cements led to the creation of standard specifications from about 1880 on, particularly in Austria and Russia. The Austrian Association
of Engineers and Architects issued a standard which quantified the key technical recommendations for high-quality Roman cements - products obtained from argillaceous
marlstones by burning below the sintering temperature which do not slake in contact
with water and must therefore be ground to a floury fineness.. No composition is specified in the standard which, however, distinguishes between three classes of Roman cement, i.e. rapid one (set within 7 min), a normal one (set within 7 to 15 min), and a slow
one (set after 15 min). Other parameters specified by the standard include the fineness
of the cement, the soundness, and the mortar strength at 28 days. Later age strength
values were not specified, though the contemporary literature states that Roman cement
mortars achieve more than a doubling of their 28 day strength at the age of 1 year.
Three national Standards, or Normes, exist; in the US, France and Spain. However, they
have a narrow focus which ensures that their own cement complies but does not attempt to adopt a universal approach encompassing the broad range of historic materials
comprising the family of Roman cements. Indeed, the US ASTM Standard would explicitly
reject most European cements since it requires a minimum setting time of at least 30
minutes. There is a need to agree a new Standard within Europe, preferably one which
is compatible with the approaches taken to classify both Portland cements and Natural
Hydraulic Limes. A ROCARE Standard has been produced and is enclosed within this
Manual.

Sites of historic Roman cement production
in European countries
England being the mother country of Roman cements, produced a series of natural cements to be utilised in the British building industry from 1796 to about the mid-twentieth
century. Parker, to whom in 1796 the patent was granted for 14 years, commenced manufacture of the cement at Northfleet in Kent. From 1798 onwards, the firm Parker and
Wyatt who gained their raw materials - septaria - from the Sheppey coast in the Thames
Estuary, became the first producers of Roman cement from this date. When the patent
expired in 1810, there were a number of manufacturers waiting to take up the production.
Much of the industry became based around Harwich on the Essex coast and near London. By the 1840s, the number of manufacturers of Roman cement in the region around
Suffolk and Sussex were numerous, just as Parker’s cement their products were derived
from the London Clay Septaria. Other firms were e.g. located in Yorkshire near Whitby
(Mulgrave), at the Isle of Wight (Medina cement), at Puriton, Somerset (Board’s cement),
all of them based on Septaria or cement rocks from the Lias formations. Finally, yet less
well defined sources include the industries established in Staffordshire and Derbyshire
from about 1830, a Roman cement made by Tickell of Birmingham, and the production of
a cement in Scotland known as Calderwood.
France was the country were Roman cements were first produced on the continent, with
the early cements being manufactured in Boulogne-sur-mer shortly after the discovery
of the deposit in 1802 - because of their similar rapid set as gypsum, the product was
named “platre ciment”. The industrial production started in Burgundy, namely 1827 in
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Pouilly, where the term “Ciment Romain” was first used in France, and around 1830 in
Vassy in the Yonne-Department, which soon became an important centre of production.
Particularly the Pouilly and Vassy cements, both relatively rich in sulphate, were amongst
others employed for stone repair of many of the famous French Gothic cathedrals.
From 1840 on, numerous natural cement plants developed in France. Following the Roman cements of Porte de France (1842), and encouraged by analyses and advice from
Louis Vicat, the Isére Département in the Rhône-Alpes region soon became an important
centre of industrial production. Roman cement, usually referred to as “Ciments Prompt
Naturels”, an usually sulphate-rich type of binder, is still supplied today by a cement
plant operated by the Vicat Group in Grenoble. The cements were not only widely used for
military, civil and ecclesiastic constructions in Grenoble and its surroundings – a characteristic way of application in that area were pre-cast blocks of concrete – but also
exported to Italy, Switzerland and South America.
Marseille has been identified as another centre of production of Roman cements, their
application in civil engineering and façade decoration in the south-east of France is
proved by countless examples.
Switzerland saw the first attempts at an industrial production of Roman cements in
1832, namely in Solothurn and Aarau. Due to the small size of plants and the constraints
of infrastructure before the development of the Swiss rail network, it was only about 20
years later that successful manufacture by a firm at Aarau was established. These Roman cements were used all over the country, presumably mainly for technical works of
construction. In the 1860s, a number of companies started their production in the cantons of Solothurn, Basel, Neuchâtel and St. Gallen. Important infrastructure projects in
the 1870s led to a further development of the Swiss Roman cement industry, with a peak
of production of 28,000 t in the year 1884. For the use of building ornamentation, mainly
in Geneva and in the Ticino area, roughly twice as much was imported from the neighbouring countries, e.g. from the industries in Grenoble and Bergamo.
Italy has so far been sparely researched as to the role of Roman cements in its building
activities. For Northern Italy it is known that natural cements were imported from France
and Austria, the particular source depending on the contemporary political constellation
of Piedmont, the Lombardy and the Venetian regions. Important buildings in Turin and
Milan were erected using Roman cements imported from the Grenoble area. It seems
that a significant Italian production started quite late, i.e. towards the end of the 19th century, namely in the areas of Monferrato, Bergamo and Trento. The use of Roman cements
south of the Emilia Romagna, where for example the central railway station of Bologna
was constructed with the use of imported Roman cements, has not yet been confirmed,
even if it is very likely that several centres of application, and probably also of manufacture existed in Tuscany, Umbria, in the Naples area and in Apulia.
Spain had at least one area where Roman cements were produced and extensively used
in historic times, namely the Catalonian region of Berguedá near Barcelona. Two companies currently produce natural cements but only for the regional market.
Germany in the first decades of the 19th century imported its Roman cements from England via Hamburg, from where they were distributed mainly by river transport. The early
home -made manufactures in Germany date from the end of the 1820s. The production
started between Würzburg and Bamberg and simultaneously around Munich. In the early
1840s, the area of Ulm became a centre of industrial production with 16 companies supplying Roman cements to the southern part of Germany, further to Austria including
Vienna via the Danube, and to Switzerland. Moreover, important regional works of construction such as the Württemberg railways and the fortifications of Ulm were built with
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the use of the cements. The largest producer in Bavaria was located in Marienstein, after
1884 its Roman cements were well known in the whole of Germany under the brand
name of “Mariensteiner Romankalk”. Other Roman cement industrial plants so far identified were located in Thuringia, North Rhine-Westphalia, Upper Franconia, Prussia and
Saxony, while in the Hamburg area the cements were manufactured out of raw materials
imported from Sheppey, England.
The range of application in many German cities and towns as well as in contemporary
civil engineering projects needs still to be assessed.
Austria was a country where Roman cements were extensively produced and applied;
this holds for most of the countries of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire. Following
some less significant imports from England and Germany and first trials of calcination in
the 1830s, the Austrian production of Roman cement started in the Kufstein area of Tyrol
in 1842 - the Kufstein cements soon became well known in many places of the Empire.
Starting from there, the Perlmooser Zementwerke AG, founded in 1872, soon became
the largest producer of Roman cement in the Empire. However, according to the rising
demands in the fast growing cities of the East of the country, and following the discovery
of local marl deposits in the Pre-Alps near Vienna, numerous plants started to operate
there in the years after around 1860. Their products contributed to the rapid growth of
metropolises like Vienna, Budapest and Prague during the late 19th century. Local centres of production also existed in other Austrian regions, such as e.g. in Salzburg-Gartenau and in Styria. The overall amount of Roman cement produced in the Austrian part of
the Empire reached its peak in 1897, with an annual production of nearly 280,000 t in the
area of today’s Austria, while in the crownlands the amount was in the range of 30,000 t.
The Austrian standard from 1880 is another proof of the importance of Roman cements
for the countries of the Austrian part of the Empire.
Slovenia had a number of Roman cement producing plants clustered in the central area
of the country, namely Zidani Most/Steinbrück (1857), and Trbovlje/Trifail as well as
Laško/Tüffer (both 1874). The earliest plant, however, was established at Kamnik/Stein
north of Ljubljana (1854). All products were traded throughout the Habsburg Empire.
Bohemia and Moravia had based their Roman cement industries on imports from abroad
until the 1860s when six major cement plants were established which continuously supplied Roman cements until the end of the 19th century. Earlier than in the Austrian mainland, however, and probably due to the mineral coal available in Moravia and Silesia, the
industrial production started to switch to Portland cement at the cost of Roman cements
well before the end of the 19th century. The plants were located near Krupka (1860)
and in Litoměřice in Northern Bohemia, further in the region of Prague, and finally in
Tlumačov in Moravia (1873), the largest producer from where the well-known Kurovina
cement came. The principall market for these cements was probably the new buildings
of historicism constructed in many of the city centres.
Poland’s Roman cement industry was probably concentrated in the South-East, i.e. close
to the border triangle of the three historically separate units of the Polish Kingdom, the
Prussian Silesia and the Austrian Galicia. Found especially in Galicia, with its capital of
Lviv, today Ukraine, and the city of Krakow as the second important urban centre, Roman
cements were widely used in the urban architecture and for military constructions. To
the current day its use is well reflected in the high amount of façades covered and ornamented with Roman cement mortars. Several plants were operating from 1885 onward in
the area between East of Katowice and Krakow. Extraction of the so-called Opoka stone
for the manufacture of Roman Cement took place near Lviv/Lemberg. Nevertheless, the
total annual amount of Roman cement produced in Galicia in the range of 15,000 t was
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obviously not sufficient to fully satisfy all needs, so that binders for military fortifications
were imported from Austria.
In Sławków, located in the Polish Kingdom close to the Galician border, Roman cements
were produced which were eventually supplied to Warsaw by rail. In Tarnowskie Góry, then
located in the Prussian Silesia, a plant was producing dolomitic Roman cement from 1836
which was e.g. supplying the military fortifications in Nysa/Neisse and Poznań/Posen.
More details about production and use of Roman cements in Poland are the subject of
further research.
Hungary has seen its first known use of Roman cements in the construction of the ChainBridge between Pest and Buda on the Danube River around the 1840s. The English engineer William T. Clark used a marlstone from Beocsin/Beočin, today in Serbia, to produce
cement right on the building site, which was used in the foundation of the pillars.
The development of the Hungarian cement industry started in the 1850s. The first cement
plants were located beyond the borders of today’s Hungary, namely in Beocsin (1855, now
Serbia), and Mogyoróska (1867, now Slovakia), before the industry next to the Danube
West of Budapest started to operate in Lábatlan (1868-69), Piszke (1868-69,) and Nyergesújfalu (1860s). All these plants produced exclusively Roman cements during their
first years of operation. Besides, remarkable amounts of Roman cement were imported
from Austria and Silesia until the 1870s, when the country faced another boom of the
cement industry with further plants constructed all over Hungary: Óbuda-újlak, located
in the municipal area of Budapest (1880), Gurahonc, (1885, now Romania), Lédec (1889,
now Slovakia), Brassó (1890s, now Romania), and Zsolna (1900, now Slovakia). At the
beginning most of these plants produced typical Roman cements before they started to
switch to the manufacture of Portland cement.
Around the turn of the century, most of the Hungarian cement plants changed their cement production to produce only Portland cement, so that at the beginning of the 1920s
the production of Roman cement in Hungary was entirely abandoned.
Slovakia, then part of Hungary, had three Roman cement production plants, namely in
Skrabské/Mogyoroska (1867), Ladce/Lédec (1889), and Žilina/Zsolna. All these plants
supplied their cements to the Hungarian mainland, while the amounts used for constructions in the Slovakian territory can so far not be estimated.
Romania’s territories of Transylvania and Banat, then part of Hungary, had at least three
factories where Roman cements were manufactured and used both regionally and in
the Hungarian mainland, namely Gurahonc (1885), Oraviまa/Oravicza (1893), and Braぼov/
Brassó (after 1890),The Oraviまa plant, owned by the State Railway enterprise, has provided the binders e.g. for the construction of a large railway bridge in Beograd, and for
most of the new buildings erected in the Hungarian city of Szeged.
The other Romanian territories have so far not been researched as to their possible role
in the production and use of Roman cements, though some clear proof of their presence
on building façades in Walachia and Moldova has been found.
Serbia had an important cement plant in Beočin, which supplied Roman cements, especially to Budapest, from 1869 onward. Furtheron, binders were traded to construction
sites in Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, and Syria. It is not known to which extent these Roman cements were distributed and applied also regionally.
Croatia is presently not well researched as to its Roman cements; however, it had two
major plants, namely in Rovinj and Split.
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Denmark had a number of lime and cement plants on the island of Bornholm. starting in
the late 1840s, one of them produced Roman cement known as Bornholm Cement. It was
used, amongst others, for renderwork on public buildings in Copenhagen, and supplied
the Swedish and maybe Norwegian markets.
Norway and Sweden have obviously never had a Roman cement manufacture of their
own; rather it was imported from England for use in Western Sweden. A likely supplier
was the Hull-based company of G&T Earle which produced Roman cement between 1821
and 1907 at a maximum weekly rate of 45 tons; they were also known as Baltic traders.
They marketed both light and dark cements, presumably being sourced from Whitby and
Harwich respectively.
Some applications of imported Roman cements are known from building facades in
Gothenburg, Helsingborg, Marstrand, Karlstad, Vanersborg, Alingsas and Oslo.
Russia, especially in the areas of St. Peterburg and in the Baltic countries, had 18 producers of Roman cement in 1899. Further details on the production, distribution and use
still need to be assessed.

European sites of production and distribution of Roman cements in the 19th and early
20th centuries. Countries left white were
not researched sufficiently enough
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DEFINITION AND
CHARACTERISATION

Chemical composition
Roman cement is manufactured by the low temperature calcination of a single feedstock in order to
produce both calcium aluminate and calcium silicate phases which are subsequently ground to the
state of a fine powder. In this way, Roman cement clinkers are composed of a number of compounds
which significantly differ from the phases which form usual Portland cement clinkers.
The calcareous raw feed is a marlstone primarily composed of calcite, clay minerals (including mica,
illite, smectite, chlorite and kaolinite) and quartz, with dolomite substituting the calcite in some cases.
In addition, the marl may eventually contain minor constituents such as feldspar, pyrite and others,
which may contribute to some extent to the nature of the clinker material.
Thus, the spectrum of mineralogical compositions as well as the texture of intergrowth of the minerals varies from one raw feed to the other, conferring to Roman cements their characteristic variation
of properties, notwithstanding the significant distinctive features inherent to all Roman cements. In
particular, the silica within the clay minerals is more likely to chemically combine more efficiently
with lime than the silica found as coarse quartz particles. The key to optimum calcination is the intimate mixing of all minerals.
The relevant chemical system within which Roman cement clinkers form in the kiln at temperatures
between about 850 and 1000 °C is defined by the elements Ca, Si, Al and Fe. These elements are contained in the minerals mentioned above. Their intimate mixture in the marl is an important prerequisite to achieve the clinker reactions needed for a good Roman cement, while the exact ratio of oxides,
i.e. the bulk chemical composition of the raw feed, may vary within quite certain range.
A tentative range of data describing a marl suitable to yield an optimum Roman cement is given in the
Table below. Care should be taken with marls of a high HM in order to avoid the production of excessive free lime during the calcination process.

PARAMETER

RANGE

OPTIMUM RANGE

Hydraulic Modulus HM | (CaO)/(SiO2+Al2O3)

1.2 – 1.7

1.3 – 1.7

2–4

2–3

SiO2

> 20 %

> 22 %

Al2O3

>6%

>8%

Fraction of Clays

> 13 %

> 15 %, kaolinite, illite

Silica Modulus SM | (SiO2)/(Al2O3)

Texture
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Production process parameters
The raw feed has first to be processed depending on the kiln type being used (Shaft or
Rotary kiln). Shaft kilns range from those used commercially to produce lime to small
artisan constructions capable of calcining maybe 1 tonne of marl. For the shaft kiln, the
marl should be broken into small fragments, typically 50 - 100 mm. For the rotary kiln,
the marl should be ground and pelletised, 10 – 25 mm. The use of pellets provides several advantages including homogenisation of the feedstock, control of the particle size
and greater homogeneity of the calcination process. Typical fuels for use in shaft kilns
include gas, wood, coal or coke whilst fuel oil and gas may be used in rotary kilns. The
calcination process is controlled principally by the temperature and residence time at
this temperature. Of these parameters the temperature is the most critical with typical
temperatures for optimum cements being in the range 750 – 1000 °C; the optimum temperature varies with marl source. Once cool, the clinker is either stored before grinding
or ground immediately. Both Ball Mills and Rotating Hammer Mills, normally used to
grind cereals, have been successfully used. The fineness of the ground cement is also
a function of the clinkered marl with some cements requiring less energy than others.
For those conservators wishing to produce small quantities of cement from their own marl
source using a shaft kiln of their own construction, the following guidance is provided.
For ease of use and consistent calorific value, wood briquettes (~2 kg each) are preferred
to normal wood. The use of wood rather than coal delivers a more controlled burn and
less atmospheric pollution which may be important in locations with near neighbours. A
first trial calcination can be made with marl and wood in a 4:1 volume ratio with the marl
in layers of 30 – 40 cm. The air flow and heat flow through the kiln can be controlled by
the proportion of smaller marl fragments in the charge with a higher proportion yielding
higher temperatures. Further control may be obtained by controlling the ventilation of air
into the kiln bearing in mind the prevailing atmospheric conditions.

Phase composition of clinkers and cements
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The Figure above shows the results of laboratory calcinations of an Austrian marl; the
general features illustrated can be found in all cements. The black arrow indicates the
optimum calcination temperature as defined by maximum compressive strength. It is apparent that at this temperature remnants of un-burned marl remain within the clinker,
i.e. calcite and quartz; this is in line with observations in the historic literature.
Optimum Roman cement comprises two reactive silicate phases, i.e. β and α/ belites with
the latter being dominant. These are formed from both the lime and silicates within the
clay fraction of the marl and the inward migration of lime into the quartz crystals. The
latter can be easily identified by microscopic techniques as reactive rims around quartz
remnant cores. Under kiln conditions in which carbon dioxide is present in high concentrations, a carbonated belite may form and this is less reactive. The other reactive phase
is that labelled amorphous which largely comprises calcium aluminates. The amorphous
phase forms a very finely grained matrix within which the crystalline belite is embedded.
An unreactive alumina-silicate, gehlenite, is present in small quantities.
As the calcination temperature increases, the amount of β belite increases at the expense
of α/ belite, the amount of amorphous material reduces and the gehlenite increases. The
unburned remnants also decrease.
At calcination temperatures below that of optimum conditions, the proportion of unburned material increases and the calcium silicate may be present as wollastonite.
These characteristics can be used as a Quality Control device during calcination since with
their knowledge and regular XRD analysis the progress of calcination can be assessed.
Studies of calcined clinkers have shown that it is beneficial to use both XRD and microscopic techniques to fully understand the progress of calcination. This is particularly
advantageous in assessing non-crystalline fractions as well as the presence of quartz
remnants and their reaction rims.

Hydration and retardation
When mixed with water to produce a paste or mortar, Roman cements follow a distinct
path of strength development which corresponds to certain events of hydration of the reactive portion of their clinkers. Whilst the absolute values of strength at certain ages differ amongst the various brands, the general shape of the curves describing the increase
of strength (see section “Properties of Roman cement mortars”, page 27) is similar
for all of them and may thus be considered a distinctive feature for Roman cements. Its
stages are linked to two major groups of hydration reactions which have been identified
by a series of scientific means, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), calorimetry, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and pH-measurements of the pastes at various ages. The
results can be described as follows:
In the first stage of hydration, the amorphous calcium aluminates hydrate rapidly to form
a range of calcium aluminate hydrates called AFm which are responsible for both the
rapid set of the mortar and its early age strength. The exact composition of this phase
depends on the amount of carbonate present in the clinker. In the rare cases where no
carbonate is present in the clinker, either stratlingite or hydrogarnite may also form.
Should the marl possess a high sulphate content then the AFm phase is augmented by
the deposition of ettringite.
The rate of hydration rapidly decreases depending on the cement but generally may be
within 2 – 8 minutes. A “dormant” period follows in which little hydration activity occurs.
The length of the dormant period varies and may last from 1 day to 1 month depending
on the cement. In the case of over-burnt clinker, the dormant period is extended and the
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cement may never hydrate any further.
The second stage of hydration is controlled by the belite phases where the α/ belite is
more reactive than the β belite. The hydration product is calcium silicate hydrate (CSH)
and its production is relatively slow and long lasting and is responsible for the long-term
strength gain over months and years.
In many practical applications, the rapid setting of Roman cements must be modified in
order to allow the render or cast element to be completed before the loss of workability
occurs. This may be achieved either by the use of chemical retarders or a specific technique which has been termed “De-Activated Roman Cement” (DARC). A careful choice of
technique must be made depending on the required workable life of the mortar.
Within the ROCARE project it was specified that a workable life of 15 – 30 minutes was
desirable for the production of cast elements whilst a longer 1 – 2 hours was preferred
for renders. In this scheme, chemical retarders such as citric acid, sodium citrate or
potassium citrate work well for cast elements; the retarder should be fully dissolved in
the mix water before it is added to the mortar. The actual amount will depend on desired
retardation and the specific cement being used but a typical dosage would be 0.5% of
the weight of cement in the mortar. However, care must be taken that the dosage is not
excessive, typically not exceeding 1% by weight of cement, since this can severely inhibit
the long-term strength development. This is the problem encountered when attempting
to use chemical retarders in render mortars. The preferred technique is that of DARC.
The DARC process is essentially a simple one:
(1) Mix a pre-determined amount of water with the dry sand for 2 minutes; the water is termed “de-activation water”. This step is simply
to provide an even distribution of water.
(2) Add the cement and mix for a further 2 minutes. Ideally, the dryflowing mortar should be stored in an air-tight container; alternatively, cover the mixer with a plastic sheet to prevent evaporation.
(3) The mix is “stored” for a period before the final mix water is added
to achieve the desired workability of the mortar. It is advised that
this mixing be for approximately 10 minutes since this time period
influences the final workable life of the mortar.
Retardation is a function of the % de-activation water, the storage period and the time of
final mixing. The combination of these factors, together with the choice of cement, will
affect the workable life of the resulting mortars; however, 7% de-activation water (by
weight of cement) with 30 minutes storage is a good starting point for trials.
During stage 2 of the DARC process, the water reacts with the cement to produce the
same AFm phases described earlier. Since this phase is the one responsible for setting
and early strength, DARC mortars offer longer setting times with reduced early age
strength. This low strength precludes the use of DARC with cast elements where a rapid
de-moulding is required but is not a problem for renders.
DARC mortars possess the useful characteristic of being able to be re-mixed as they begin to lose workability. This prolongs the workable life without any adverse effect on the
strength of the mortar. In trials, a mortar with a workable life of 1 hour was re-mixed at
this time so prolonging the final workable life to 3 hours.
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Porosity and microstructure
An essential characteristic of Roman cement mortars is their high transmission of water vapour which is governed by the pore structure of the mortars. Its evolution during
hydration can be demonstrated experimentally using porosimetry and scanning electron
microscopy.
The following Figure shows the development of pore structure in a paste of a reactive Roman cement which was cured under ideal laboratory conditions. It can be seen that the
pore structure at early ages differs from that at later ages in that it is much coarser with
a threshold diameter of ~0.6 µm; it reduces to some 0.03 µm at later ages. The transition
between the two states has started by an age of 7 days which indicates the end of the previously discussed dormant period. Thus, the coarser pore structure is a function of the
production of AFm whilst the infilling of this network with CSH from the belite reaction
yields the refined structure. Cements with a longer dormant period show the expected
delay in the refinement of the pore structure. The evolution of pore structure clearly correlates with the strength development profiles.

The same transition is revealed by microscopic examination using SEM techniques as
shown below.
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Young paste – a ‘card house’ structure built
of the AFm platelets.

Intermediate curing – the C-S-H gel
generated in the belite hydration process
gradually fills in large pores of the early
structure.

Mature paste – dense homogenous
microstructure.
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Knowledge of micro-structures formed under ideal conditions allows us to interpret data
from historic mortars. Historic Roman cement mortars, representative of different application techniques from architectural castings to in situ formed renders and profiles,
show even more complex pore structure as they were applied and cured at the construction sites under conditions far less controlled than in the laboratory. Three categories
of pores were found to coexist in the historic mortars. The finest pores, with diameters
below 0.05 µm, are present within the hardened aged Roman cement matrix. The larger
“air” pores, with diameters between 0.05 – 2 µm, are due to the restricted hydration and
evaporation of the excess unbound water. Pores larger than 2 µm are rare and, in general,
can be related to micro-cracking induced by shrinkage drying and mortar weathering. Air
bubbles of diameters up to 500 µm created during the mortar mixing and “trapped” in the
hardened structure are also observed.
The former Trade Academy, 1904-1906, by Jan Zawiejski, Krakow, Poland was sampled
as shown below to analyse the pore structure of various architectural elements. The red
line at 0.05 µm separates small pore sizes characteristic of fully hydrated, dense cement
matrix from larger pores due to incomplete hydration and evaporation of water.
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The historic mortars have rarely been found to develop a dense fine-porous microstructure characteristic of the ideal conditions of moist-curing; massive architectural castings
being the only exception identified. The presence of larger “air” pores is, in turn, almost
universally observed. The restricted hydration could be due to the exposure of the freshly
laid surface to dry real-world external environments, a high water-to-cement ratio in the
original mortars, or the drawing of water from the stucco mass due to insufficient prewetting of the porous masonry. The insufficient reactivity of historic cements, resulting
from a high content of over-burned, non-reactive cement components or coarseness of
the cement grains, could be another reason for yielding poorly hydrated mortars in the
past.
The micrographs of historic mortars provide ample evidence of complex pore structure
in which dense fine-porous domains coexist with open-pore structures. The subsurface
zones of historic Roman cement renders have frequently undergone densification by accumulation of gypsum crystals.

Broad pores in micrometric range coexist
with fine-porous domains.

Densification of the Roman cement matrix
due to gypsum accumulation in the subsurface zone of a historic Roman cement
render.
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These SEM images are of Roman cement renders of the former warehouse of the Court
Theatres, 1873, by Gottfired Semper and Carl Hasenauer, Vienna.
An extensive analysis of historic Roman cement mortars from across Europe indicates
the potential for high values of open porosity in the range 20 – 45% which are similar or
higher than values found for aerial or hydraulic lime mortars. High porosity and especially the large amount of broad pores characteristic of Roman cement mortars, comparable
to lime mortars, enhance water movement and prevent the accumulation of moisture
and consequent deposition of salts behind the mortar layers.

Properties of Roman cement mortars
MORTARS FOR CAST ELEMENTS
The mix formulation for cast elements is richer in cement than for renders, typically 1:0.5
or 1:1 cement:sand by volume. A relatively high level of workability is required in order
for the mortar to adopt the intricacies of the mould; a flow of 19.5 cm is recommended. To
achieve a workable life of 15 – 30 minutes chemical retardation may be used; the use of
the DARC technique is not advised due to the low early age strength. The actual cement
used will determine the amount of retarder to be used but 0.5% by weight of the cement
is a good starting point for conducting trials. The w/c ratio will also depend on the characteristics of the cement being used but is likely to be in the range 0.45 – 0.55.
The mortar strength will depend on the cement used and the mortar formulation as
shown in the Figures below. Each Figure depicts the likely envelope in which strength is
located. The lower curve is typical of a weaker cement with a dormant period in excess of
7 days. A 1:1 mortar is weaker than 0.5:1 made with the same cement as a consequence
of the higher w/c ratio required to yield the desired workability. Thus, if the available cement is classified as a Roman cement RC C (see the ROCARE Standard in the Appendix to
this Manual) then a particularly rich mix may be needed to obtain sufficient early strength
for the rapid de-moulding of large casts.

The early age strengths of Roman cement mortars are higher than that for both Portland cement and
NHL 5 mortars making them ideal for casts which can be rapidly demoulded.
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The Water Absorption Coefficient and Water Vapour Permeability after 4 weeks curing
in water are more sensitive to the cement used rather than mix formulation. The WAC
is higher than the value of 2 kg/m2/hr0.5 considered critical for cast elements; the typical
range may be 3 – 8 kg/m2/hr0.5. This range compares to 2 kg/m2/hr0.5 for Portland cement
mortars and 25 kg/m2/hr0.5 for an NHL 5 mortar. The range of values of WVP is 4 – 14 x10-9
kg/m2/Pa/s. This range compares to 2 x10-9 kg/m2/Pa/s for Portland cement mortars and
18 x10-9 kg/m2/Pa/s for an NHL 5 mortar.
Associated with the transport properties is the porosity which in the case of the Roman
cement mortars lies in the range 22 – 32% with NHL 5 being higher at 34% and Portland
cement much lower at 13%

MORTARS FOR RENDERS
Typical mix formulations are in the range 1:0.5 to 1:2.5 cement:sand by volume with a
target flow of 15.5 cm to achieve adequate workability. An increased workable life in the
range 1 – 2 hours is ideal for preparing large areas of render. In most cases this cannot
be achieved with the retarders used for cast elements without substantial strength reductions; hence, the previously described DARC process is preferred for many cements.
The w/c ratio will depend on cement and mix formulation but is likely to be in the range
0.4 – 0.8.
The air content of render mortars is higher than cast mortars using the same cement.
Values in the range 4.5 – 6.5% are typical.

The Figures above show data for render mortars manufactured with 3 different cements
in order to illustrate key features. The mortar retarded using citric acid required 1.5%
citric acid to achieve the specified workable life. Whilst the strength after 6 hours is low,
it has rapidly developed strength at 24 hours. However, the high dosage of citric acid
has also retarded the hydration of the belite phases which then show an acceleration
between 91 and 180 days. As expected, the DARC mortars possess low strength at 1 day;
the DARC process produces the hydrates which would contribute to strength at this age
which are then not able to be formed in the mortar. However, the strength then increases
at a steady pace up to an age of 180 days when there is a narrow window within which the
strength of all mortars is located.
The Water Absorption Coefficient and Water Vapour Permeability after 4 weeks curing are
generally higher for the leaner mortars. The WAC is higher than the value of 4 kg/m2/hr0.5
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considered critical for renders; the typical range may be 4 –10 kg/m2/hr0.5. This range
compares to 2 kg/m2/hr0.5 for Portland cement mortars and 14 kg/m2/hr0.5 for an NHL 5
mortar. The range of values of WVP is 5 – 16 x10-9 kg/m2/Pa/s. This range compares to
5 x10-9 kg/m2/Pa/s for Portland cement mortars and 12 x10-9 kg/m2/Pa/s for an NHL 5
mortar.
Associated with the transport properties is the porosity which in the case of the Roman
cement mortars lies in the range 18 – 22% with NHL 5 being higher at 23% and Portland
cement much lower at 11%.

SHRINKAGE OF MORTARS
Uniform, free drying shrinkage of Roman cement mortars does not induce stress in the
material. However, drying shrinkage in a mortar layer is restrained by the existing substrate on which the layer is laid. The restraint induces tension leading to stretching and
eventual cracking, when the elongation exceeds the critical value. Fine shrinkage cracks
are a distinct characteristic of the historic Roman cement stuccoes.
The drying shrinkage is related to the ambient relative humidity, the particular cement
used, the amount of sand in the mortar and the water / cement ratio. Thus, for a given
cement shrinkage will decrease as the humidity increases, the amount of sand increases
and the w/c ratio reduces.
Cement rich casting mortars are more liable to cracking than the leaner render mortars
as only the cementitious matrix shrinks, whereas aggregate remains insensitive to drying. Moreover, even the mortar shrinkage normalized to the cementitious matrix volume
is lower than that of the cement paste, as the aggregate grains act as rigid inclusions restraining the shrinkage of the matrix. The laboratory measurements and practical tests
imitating on-site conservation works have not indicated any cracking for the mortar formulations of 2:1 sand:cement by volume.
If cement-rich formulations of liquid consistence are required for example to manufacture cast elements rich in fine details, cracking may appear. A particularly adverse situation occurs when the newly-made cast elements are exposed immediately to dry environments, as fast drying produces moisture gradients and differential shrinkage across the
castings, and consequently significant cracking.
The fine shrinkage cracking is a common feature in many historic Roman cement casts
and renders and is not a structural problem, However, if such behaviour is a particular
issue for any structure, preventing acceptance of Roman cement as a restoration material, it is recommended that trials are conducted with the proposed mortar formulations
and curing conditions to determine crack susceptibility.

HYBRID MORTARS
Hybrid mortars for renders may be created by substituting part of the Roman cement
content with lime. In this case two limes have been used: an NHL5 Natural Hydraulic
Lime and a CL90 hydrated lime. The use of lime does not retard the setting of Roman
cement and therefore the DARC process was used as a retarder. The mortar illustrated
below is a 1:1.5 render mortar.
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It is apparent that the hybrid mortars have a
longer workable life than the DARC mortar
with 100% Roman cement as the binder.
The type of lime and its quantity do not
have a large effect on the increased workable life.

As expected, the use of lime decreases the
strength with 50% NHL5 >50% CL90 >67%
NHL5 >67%CL90.

The hybrid mortars possess higher values
of Water Absorption Coefficient such that it
is possible to double the WAC in comparison
to the original DARC Roman cement mortar.

The appropriate use of lime permits the refinement of properties of the mortar to achieve
specified properties. If Natural Hydraulic Lime is to be used then it is recommended that
trials are conducted since they vary in performance just as do Roman cements since they
reflect the characteristics of the limestone from which they were calcined.
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INFLUENCE OF SAND SELECTION
A wide range of sand gradings is found in historic mortars. Whilst there is little effect of
sand grading on mortar strength or WAC, there is a significant effect on the workability
of fresh mortars. As the fineness of the sand increases, the mortar shear strength increases and the mortar viscosity decreases. Thus, to achieve the same level of workability the finer sanded mortar will require a higher w/c ratio which will lower the strength.
Should this yield a lower than desired strength of the mortar the mix proportions should
be adjusted to a richer mix which will generate a lower w/c ratio. Sands with a smoother
surface and more rounded edges to the particles possess a lower water demand.
The drying shrinkage of Roman cement mortars is responsible for the characteristic
surface cracking frequently observed. The sand grading and physical characteristics can
have a marked effect on shrinkage. However, no consistent trend has yet been identified.
If shrinkage is a concern in a practical mortar then trials are strongly recommended.
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The use of Roman cements has been initially oriented to the historic applications of the
nineteenth century, or to the restoration tasks for the building facades of the period: the
two European research projects on Roman cements - ROCEM and ROCARE - focused
principally on these applications.
However, it is more and more evident that the technical characteristics of Roman cements make them suitable for many more applications which have no relation to the
classical historic ones.
Generally, practical applications of mortars based on Roman cements can be divided into
the following areas:
(1) Restoration of built heritage
(a) historic applications
(b) new application areas
(2) Modern construction
These are elaborated in detail below.

Preservation of the authentic Roman cement façades
CONSERVATION PROBLEMS
Few materials have been so little appreciated and badly restored as Roman cement façade decorations. In particular, the nineteenth and early twentieth century residential
buildings, often relatively modest and low-cost, were treated as purely utilitarian constructions and, therefore, have been vulnerable to inappropriate renovation measures
irreversibly altering the original architectural surfaces.
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The arbitrarily selected blue colour scheme
for this 19th century apartment house has
no appreciation of the original appearance
of the Roman cement decoration.

Painting over with modern paints has been a standard renovation measure. The new
colour schemes are usually arbitrarily decided by owners of buildings or architects with
no attempt to match the original colour of surviving surfaces. Even worse aesthetic
degradation has been brought by the application of sprayed cement coatings, thick and
rough, which not only disfigure fine features of the decoration but quickly accumulate dirt
and blacken. Full cleaning of the entire façades is frequently not feasible on economic
grounds; therefore, the coatings irreversibly alter the original architectural surface otherwise preserved in an excellent state.

Coatings can have a rough texture and easily collect dirt, which leads to quick soiling
of the “renovated” façade.
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Fine features and colour of the original
decoration is gradually revealed when an
accumulation of later polymer-based paint
films is removed.

Due to inadequate restoration measures of the past, unaltered Roman cement facades,
with their original colour and fine decorative features preserved in an undisturbed state,
are rare despite Roman cement being used on a massive scale for such decorations.
Those preserved in their original state are usually found in surprisingly good condition
with sharp edges and unaltered surfaces on which tool marks are sometime still visible.
The original surfaces of Roman cement decorations show characteristic irregular network of fine cracks caused by mortar shrinkage during the drying process. They usually
do not lead to damage.

A rare example of the authentic, naturally
aged surface of Roman cement renders.
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Sharp features of this soiled but otherwise
perfectly preserved Roman cement
decoration.

A work of the romantic historicism in which
an effect of picturesque was obtained by
combining bricks, stone, sgrafitto and
Roman cement mortars. During a recent
restoration, the Roman cement elements
were left unpainted after cleaning and
repairs to preserve the original aesthetic
concept. The decision to conserve the
authentic Roman cement surfaces rather
than to coat them with modern paint has
only marginally increased the total
restoration costs.
Apartment house in Smoleńsk 20, Krakow,
Poland, 1888, by Teodor Talowski.
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Conserved authentic Roman cement
surface of the façade above. The excellent
aesthetic result obtained should encourage
the conservation community to shift their
attention to the possibility of conserving,
rather than restoring, historic Roman
cement stuccoes.

There is well documented evidence that early English Roman cement renders were coated with limewashes or oil paints to imitate the colour of stone. The post-1850 Roman
cement decorations of Central Europe were usually unpainted but finished with Roman
cement slurry composed of the cement diluted in water with or without addition of fine
aggregate. However, original decorative schemes for Roman cement facades could also
involve painted stucco elements or ornaments painted on the renders. Such painting
schemes, when uncovered and preserved as necessary, may be the basis for restoration
or reconstruction of the original decorative concept.

Villa Rainer, 1867, by Otto Wagner, Baden by
Vienna. Original painting scheme executed
in the lime technique

Remnants of original oil paint layer on a
Roman cement architectural detail
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An architectural detail with well-preserved
thin coating of Roman cement slurry.

CURRENT RESTORATION PRACTICE
With the ROCARE project accomplished, excellent conditions have been created for planning and carrying out restoration of historic Roman cement decorations to the same
professional technical and artistic level at which architectural heritage of earlier periods
is restored.
Roman cements are now produced from a variety of geological sources and are available
in a wide range of properties:
wide colour palette ranging from pale greyish to reddish
wide range of compressive strengths from relatively low to very high
wide range of setting times obtained by applying different retardation
procedures so that varying workable life of the mortars suitable for
various restoration tasks is achieved
Appropriate techniques for cleaning the Roman cement facades and removal of various
disfiguring coating layers are available and have been extensively tested.
The available Roman cements enable restorers to reconstruct all necessary decorative
elements on the facades of buildings from architectural castings to plain renders.
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Range of Roman cements produced within
the ROCARE project.

To obtain the right colour of the mortars matching the historic host materials, different
Roman cements or their mixtures in varying proportions should be used. Further, coloured aggregates and pigments can be added.

Trial castings of a small decorative detail
to obtain a palette of restoration mortars
by using various Roman cements and their
mixtures.

Pure Roman cements set rapidly after mixing with water, a property which has contributed to their wide-spread use for the mass production of cast ornaments. In order
to prolong the time of workability, effective retardation processes have been developed
and thoroughly tested - for details see “Hydration and retardation”, page 21, of this
manual. Citric acid was used to retard the set and extend the workable life of cast mortars to between 15 and 30 minutes, which is sufficient for manufacturing architectural
castings. The DARC process, which involves mixing the cement with wet sand containing a precisely dosed amount of deactivation water, may extend workable life of render
mortar up to between 1 and 2 hours. Such workable time is sufficient for rendering even
large surfaces or producing various in-situ run profiles. By varying water-to-cement and
aggregate-to-cement ratios varying consistence of the mortars from fluid to earth-moist
can be obtained depending on the restoration task at hand.

A cornice produced with the use of strongly
retarded Roman cement mortar of semi-dry
consistence.
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The optimum strength of the mortar depends on the application. For example, high early
strength is essential for cast mortars so that the cast elements can be safely removed
from the mould after about 30 minutes of hardening. In turn, relatively weak mortars are
necessary for the repair of weak substrates. The required strength can be obtained by selecting an appropriate cement from the range of cements available or by mixing various
cements. Hybrid mortars obtained by mixing Roman cement, lime or natural hydraulic
lime permit further reduction in strength.
Detailed issues of restoration of the Roman Cements facades: uncovering and cleaning, consolidation, reinforcement and mounting of the decorative architectural details,
repairs and reconstruction, are covered in ‘The glossary on deterioration patterns and
restoration treatments of Roman cement stuccos’ of this manual.

Historic buildings made of materials
other than Roman cements
RENDERS
New rendering can go beyond the restoration of historic Roman cement facades and offer
new application possibilities for the material. There are many situations in construction,
especially in the sector of historic architecture, in which water absorbing render mortars
are used and no water repellent layers or treatments to limit rain water penetration are
planned. In such cases, various formulations of lime mortars are normally used. The latter show, however, due to their structure, insufficient mechanical strength, especially to
resist the impact of frost and salt loading. Selecting resistant Portland cement mortars
brings the well-known disadvantages of generally excessive strength, but in particular,
insufficient moisture transport capacity.
To compensate the above mentioned limitations, while at the same time ensuring improved mechanical resistance compared to the lime mortars, Roman cement can be used
as the mortar binder with its capillary active pore structure.
It is, however, necessary to pay attention to the mechanical compatibility with the substrate. Roman cements can develop, though markedly slower than the Portland cement,
significant strength levels. Already in the past, strength levels attained by the mortars
based on pure Roman cements led to delamination of the entire render structure from insufficiently strong substrates (see the ‘Delamination’ card in the glossary below.) To avoid
this kind of damage, one must follow the generally accepted working rule for rendering
that the strength should decrease when going from the substrate to the render surface.
Fulfilling this requirement is possible through suitable formulations of the mortar mixes:
(1) Combination of Roman cement with lime (a hybrid system).
(2) Admixture of air entraining agents reducing strength: this technology
used for a long time in the formulation of ‘softer’ Portland cement
mortars awaits practical application for Roman cements. However,
owing to the complexity of such formulations, this technology should
be generally used by the producers of dry ready-mixed mortars.
It is highly probable that the latter technology of modifying the formulations of the Roman
cement based mortars will produce not only the reduction of strength but will significantly improve their frost- and salt resistance.
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FILLING THE JOINTS
Generally, mortars containing Roman cements were already used in the past for laying
bricks or stone ashlars, or filling the joints. Such applications – for example in the fortress complex in Ulm, Germany and in Valére Castle in Sion, Switzerland – were documented during the ROCARE project.
However, it should be stressed that the choice of mortar was not simply to “bed” the
bricks. Rather, the requirement for mechanical resistance combined with open capillarity was the initial technical reason for using the Roman cement based systems.
Freiburger Münster, Germany can be indicated as an example of such an application.
Within the framework of an extensive project to renovate the tower, the cathedral restoration team has for many years worked on the use of Roman cement bound mortar for
repointing the joints. Next to the technical aspects, which also in this case have led to
the application of the hybrid system to obtain the acceptable final strength, the aesthetic
considerations also played a big role, which was understandable for an historic building
of such importance. As a result, the aggregate of the mortar was enriched in the “cathedral sand” to provide the required aesthetic appearance. These important aesthetic
requirements can be a further reason to select Roman cement as the binder.

Excellent degree of aesthetic match
between the original mortar and the
repointed area attained by the application
of aggregate and Roman cement of suitable
colours (the red line shows the boundary
between the two pointing phases).
Münster, Freiburg / Germany.

INJECTION MORTAR
Special properties are required for this mortar type used for filling large empty spaces in
the masonry. Next to the mechanical compatibility and unhindered moisture transport,
the material needs to ensure effective hardening in large deep cavities of the masonry
also in the presence of large amounts of available moisture. While the first two properties of the above specification are also met by lime mortars, there are many applications
known in practice in which the executed injections in lime or hydraulic lime technology
do not show sufficient hardening even after many years. Roman cement offers a number
of unique properties for this application. By judicious selection of binder composition,
possibly with the use of a hybrid system, mortar composition and choice of retardation
technique, a mortar can be designed which will flow into the voids to be stabilized without
setting before the injection has been completed. Additionally, the hardened mortar will
have appropriate levels of strength and moisture transport properties to ensure compatibility with the substrate.
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NEW APPLICATION AREAS
When mortar applications in the heritage area are considered, the cases in which mortars are loaded with large amounts of moisture and/or damaging salts coming from the
ground always appear as critical. While “normally” the selection of the binder in the
restoration plan is guided by the original material, special solutions are required for certain degrees of moisture and salt loading. So far, these were developed primarily using
binders from the Portland cement group. This group of binders assessed purely technically has a disadvantage of yielding mortars of poor capillary activity, unless special
additions are considered in the formulation. This adverse property is due to the specific
structure of the Portland cement matrix. As explained several times above, Roman cement surpasses Portland cements in producing mortars less sensitive to damage in the
damp area. However, further development steps are necessary (addition of air entraining
agents) to support even more intensive application of Roman cement especially in salt
loaded areas.

Applications for modern buildings
Leaving aside the historic origin of Roman cements, this binder group can be applied also
for tasks beyond its historic application field. Again, it is the excellent capillary activity
of the materials, in spite of their good strength capacity, which makes their application
beyond the heritage field interesting. Therefore, the binder group is well suited for all
implementation concepts which are deliberately oriented to water absorbing materials
for a facade or inner wall surfaces. Furthermore, the early strength can be adapted to
the task at hand.
The following exemplary application areas can be indicated, though the list has no ambition to be complete:
(1) Capillary active render mortar for facades with enhanced weathering resistance
(2) Capillary active mortar for filling joints (capillary active masonry mortar)
(3) Capillary active render mortar of excellent breathability for inner walls;
depending on the formulation as capillary active inner insulation mortar
(4) Manufacturing of cast elements of any kind
(5) Fast setting with good early strength has applications in fixing systems.
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AND CLEANING

Soiling
Definition
Deposit of a very thin layer of exogenous particles (e.g. soot or dust) giving a dirty appearance
to the surface.
Remarks
With soiling, the substrate structure is not considered as affected. Soiling may have different degrees
of adhesion to the substrate. With increasing adhesion and cohesion, soiling can transform into a
crust. Soiling may originate from atmospheric pollutants. Roman cement elements frequently show a
specific soiling type in which a thin black layer covers the surface in a uniform way.

Thin and uniform greyish layer of dust and
dirt on a Roman cement ornament.
All details are perfectly preserved and even
the joints between the cast elements are
clearly visible.
Austria, Vienna,
apartment house, Watt Street.
Christian Gurtner / AGW 2011.

Thick soiling by atmospheric dust on the
horizontal and sub-horizontal parts of the
cast figurative decoration.
Poland, Krakow,
apartment house, Asnyka Street.
Paweł Gasior / ICSC 2005.
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Trial area for cleaning of the soiled surface
using a blasting system based on a rotating
action of a mixture of water, air and
abrasive powder (JOS®).
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

INVESTIGATIONS
Cleaning of a façade must be preceded by a detailed survey. The survey should establish the degree
to which soiling is disfiguring the building aesthetically – also in the context of adjacent buildings –
and thus determine if the façade should be cleaned at all. If it is decided to clean the façade, the best
method of cleaning should be determined with the help of trial areas. Trial areas should be selected
on a hidden part of the building which, however, should include typical surfaces and soiling patterns.
Trial cleaning should establish: (1) the desired degree of cleaning so that the optimum aesthetic
appearance of the building is obtained, (2) the harmlessness of cleaning for the preservation of the
original surface, (3) possible side effects, for example the mobilisation of gypsum accumulated in the
subsurface zone. The trial cleaning areas should establish a reference for the full-scale cleaning.

RESTORATION
General
Cleaning of soiled Roman cements has to be part of a well-designed repair programme of a façade.
Removing dirt can reveal cracks which can disfigure to some extent the clean surface. Surface roughening or other forms of decay must be avoided. Decisions about surface treatments, such as water
repellent impregnation, should be made.
Cleaning
As soiling usually consists of deposits of dirt only loosely adhering to the substrate, the mildest methods of façade cleaning should be tried. As rain washing produces very satisfactory cleaning effects on
exposed parts of Roman cement facades, cleaning with the use of water should be the first choice.
Superheated water is very effective in cleaning greasy soiling, for other cases, the use of cold water,
sometimes applied at a certain pressure, is sufficient. There is no basis for the frequently encountered
concern that the façade can be damaged by cleaning with the use of water unless applied in excessive
amounts. The close, sound surface of Roman cement stuccoes has a relatively low water absorption
rate. On the other hand, these are highly porous in their bulk and quickly release the absorbed water.
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However, perfectly preserved Roman cement surfaces frequently provide a very smooth and close
interface to the layer of dust and dirt. In such cases, liquid water may be not effective enough in the
dirt removal, unlike from soiled limestone or lime mortar surfaces. The removal of such well-adhered
dirt layers requires employing a sensitive combination of wet and abrasive cleaning. Blasting systems
based on a rotating action of a mixture of water, air and abrasive powder, such as JOS®, can produce
the optimum cleaning results.
If cleaning produces efflorescences of salts, such as gypsum mobilised by the use of water, the application of poultices will eventually be necessary to remove the salt stains.

Cleaning a façade decorated with Roman
cement renders with the use of superheated
water.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2011.
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Black crust
Definition
Dark coloured coherent accumulation of materials on the surface. The main components of the black
crust are particles from the atmosphere trapped into a gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) matrix.
Remarks
Black crusts generally develop on areas protected against direct rainfall or water runoff. They have
usually homogenous thickness, cover the entire surface or parts of it in a uniform way, and adhere
firmly to the substrate.

Black crust covering a Roman cement
decoration. The original colour shows only
locally on parts exposed to water runoff.
Czech Republic, Brno, apartment building.
Zoja Matulíková / 2005.

A dramatic contrast between the surface of
Roman cement render covered with black
crust and the original colour revealed by
water flow from the windowsill.
Poland, Zabrze,
courtyard of the Municipality Building.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC 2011.

Thick accumulation of gypsum incorporating dirt in a sheltered area of an
architectural casting.
Poland, Łódź, Musical Academy.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC 2011.
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INVESTIGATIONS
Crust removal must be preceded by a detailed survey. The best method of cleaning - or a combination
of methods - should be determined with the help of trial areas. Trial areas should be selected on a
hidden part of the building which, however, should include typical surfaces and crusts. Trial cleaning
should establish: (1) the desired degree of cleaning so that the optimum aesthetic appearance of the
building is obtained, (2) the harmlessness of cleaning for the preservation of the original surface, (3)
possible side effects, for example the mobilisation of gypsum accumulated in the subsurface zone.
The trial cleaning areas should establish a reference for the full-scale cleaning.

RESTORATION
General
Cleaning aimed at the removal of black crust has to be part of a well-designed repair programme for
a façade. Removing crust can reveal cracks which can disfigure, to some extent, the clean surface.
Surface roughening or other forms of decay must be avoided. Decisions about surface treatments,
such as water repellent impregnation, should be made.
Cleaning
As black crust adheres firmly to the substrate, its effective removal usually requires employing a
sensitive combination of wet and abrasive cleaning. Blasting systems based on a rotating action of a
mixture of water, air and abrasive powder, such as JOS®, can produce the optimum cleaning results.
“Stubborn” crusts can be removed by hand with the use of fine mechanical tools.
If cleaning produces efflorescences of salts, such as gypsum mobilised by the use of water, the application of poultices will eventually be necessary to remove the salt stains.

Removing black crusts with a blasting system based on a rotating action of a mixture
of water, air and abrasive powder (JOS®).
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.
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Lime staining
Definition
Surface deposit of leached mortar constituents.
Equivalent terms
Lime leaching
Remarks
It mainly consists of calcific material, is whitish and may have a dense structure and a good adherence
to the underlying material. With time, lime undergoes carbonation and sulphation reactions with
carbon and sulphur dioxides, respectively, contained in the atmosphere to produce calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and calcium sulphate – gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O). It should be stressed that lime staining is
different from efflorescence.

Damage of exterior water handling system
has led to rain water running down the wall
and extensive lime staining of the Roman
cement decoration.
Poland, Krakow, apartment house,
Michałowskiego Street.
Roman Kozłowski / ICSC 2003.

Damaged and largely ineffective water
handling system and waterproofing of the
balcony have led to constant water infiltration, leaching of mortar constituents and
their deposition on the volutes and profiles
under the balcony.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

INVESTIGATIONS
The best method – or a combination of methods – of removal of old carbonated and sulphated lime
staining, should be determined with the help of trial areas.
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Lime staining

RESTORATION
General
Removal of old carbonated and sulphated lime staining has to be part of the general cleaning programme for a façade. Lime staining can also form on the surface of the freshly laid mortar.
Cleaning
Old carbonated and sulphated lime staining can be difficult to remove. The effective removal
of the external deposit usually requires the same cleaning approach as black crusts, that is, employing a combination of wet and abrasive cleaning. Blasting systems based on a rotating action
of a mixture of water, air and abrasive powder such as JOS® can produce the optimum cleaning results. “Stubborn” deposits can be removed by hand with the use of fine mechanical tools.
The subsurface accumulation of gypsum deposits can be removed by the application of poultices.
Lime staining on freshly reconstructed and repaired areas: A whitish lime bloom formed on the
surface of the freshly laid mortar can be avoided by leaving the surface unmoistened during the first
day. However, if the bloom has already formed, one can remove it by washing shortly the stained area
with diluted water solution of citric acid followed by rinsing the surface with pure water. Further, there
is growing acceptance of the natural, ‘mineral’ appearance of the Roman cement mortars, even with
whitish areas due to migration of lime to the surface.

Lime staining forms during drying of the
freshly laid Roman cement mortar.
Test area in atelier, Vienna.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Delicate whitish bloom left on the freshly
restored Roman cement renders contributes to their natural “mineral” appearance.
Krakow, school building, Waska Street.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC 2011.
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Mineral layers – not original
Definition
Covering layers of mineral nature and varying thickness used to coat, instead of cleaning, soiled Roman cement facades. Single or successive coats were applied, sometimes in addition painted over
with polymer-based paints.
Remarks
In general, the intention of applying coats in later renovations of Roman cement facades has been to
achieve a clean surface appearance without undertaking a full procedure of cleaning.
A number of different types of mineral layers were used. They comprise limewashes and silicate
paints, as well as thin mortar coats. The latter were based on Portland cement or blends of Portland
cement and lime, and were applied in the following ways:
(1) Brushed coats applied as slurries. Frequently filled with fine aggregate, they produced smooth
surfaces. When several coats were applied in successive renovations, they have smoothed the original
surface structure and may hide fine details. Brushed coats based on Roman cement or lime can also
be original.
(2) Sprayed coats, such as cement sprays, were a frequent way to cover façades in the post-World War
II period. They are predominantly relatively thick, they have a rough surface which tends to undergo
soiling quickly; sprayed coats usually cover all surfaces, even ornaments and figures, in a uniform
way. The original surface with its structure and fine details is hidden by such coats, even if just one
coat has been applied in the renovation history of the building. In virtually all cases, the sprayed coats
were laid on older brushed coats, and many times they were in turn later painted over.
(3) Fine renders applied with a trowel can be found on flat renders or run profiles. They were relatively
thick so that they covered the characteristic crack network of Roman cement surfaces.

Details and surface structure of the mouldings have disappeared under a thick and
rough layer of a cement-based spray while
the colour changes rapidly due to quick
repeated soiling (right).
Austria, Vienna, Alliiertenhof, Praterstraße.
Christian Gurtner / AGW 2006.
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Two-colour overpaint on a sprayed cementbased coat. Painting over rough surfaces
have caused even more loss of details.
Austria, Vienna, apartment house, Wattgasse.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2011.

A frequent misguided renovation procedure
can be seen on different facades of one
building: when washing is ineffective in
removing tough and soiled paint layers laid
in the past on the original Roman cement
decoration (right side), the façade is painted
over once more (left side).
Austria, Vienna, apartment house, Esteplatz.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2006.

Left: A thick, grey-coloured layer of
cement-based fine render applied to hide
typical cracks of the original render. Later
overpainting with ochre polymer-based
paint.
Right: Several thin coats of various colours
based on lime and cement were applied as
slurries on a perfectly preserved render
surface.
Brno 2011.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, Vienna 2006.
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INVESTIGATIONS
Stratigraphic studies are important to determine the number of layers, their binding materials and
thickness, and to assess the possibilities for their removal. Usually, such studies should be performed
both on-site in test areas and on samples in the laboratory.

RESTORATION
General
Usually, mineral layers are not a risk to the underlying surface. The decision for their removal is
frequently based on aesthetic rather than technical criteria. Surface roughening or other forms of
decay during removal of the coats must be strictly avoided. In the case of an original painting scheme
present, the removal of the overpaint must not affect the original. In most cases, a combination of
various cleaning methods is necessary.
Cleaning
Thick coats accumulated especially in recesses of the underlying surface can be partly detached from
the substrate. The impact of heat and humidity can be sufficient to lift them in many cases. Therefore,
cleaning with superheated water and compressed air is a very effective first step in removing the layers in the zones of weak adhesion.
Further mechanical removal also by hand, especially in the cavities of reliefs, is usually a prerequisite
for the complete removal of a spray coat. Useful tools comprise fine chisels, various spatulas, scalpels, and fine pneumatic tools.
In the case of thin and homogeneous mineral layers, and also as the final step of cleaning after a thick
coat has been removed mechanically or by hand, the most effective and sensitive method is a lowpressure blasting system based on the rotating action of a mixture of water, air and abrasive powder,
such as JOS®. It can produce the optimum cleaning results while preserving the original surface.

Stepwise uncovering of the original surface
allows the determination of the number of
superimposed layers and possible presence
of the original painting scheme.
Austria, Vienna, Alliiertenhof, Praterstraße.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2003.

Partly detached layers due to different expansion coefficients and weak adhesion between the original surface and the sprayed
coat. The detachment has been caused
by natural impacts of ambient moisture
and temperature. For the same reasons,
vapour-based methods of cleaning can be
successful in the removal of such coats.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2009.
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Mineral layers –
not original

The same façade after further separation
of the sprayed coat with the use of supercritical water steam. Note that moisture has
infiltrated the interface between the coat
and the substrate, which has favoured the
coat detachment due to softening effects
and/or dissolution of gypsum formed by the
processes of sulphation.

Overlayers on an ornament rich in fine
details, removed mechanically from a part
of the element using delicate hand tools,
also pneumatically powered.
Austria, Wiener Neustadt, apartment house.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2005.

In contrast to thick mineral overlayers,
thin homogeneous brushed coats can be
very effectively removed by low-pressure
blasting systems as JOS®.
Austria, Vienna, public building.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2004.
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Mineral layers –
not original

Removal of a thin, brownish pigmented
slurry of Portland cement using the JOS®
rotation blasting system.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

A detail of the same façade, the sensitive
cleaning did not destroy the original toolmarks.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Commonly used sand blasting methods
can generate irreversible damage of soft
original substrates such as Roman cement
- lime mortars (right).
Austria, Vienna, apartment building,
Friedrich Schmidt-Platz.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2006.
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Polymer paint layers
Definition
Polymer-based paint films have never been part of the original decorative schemes of Roman cement
facades, because they were introduced much later into the market. However, they have been used in
recent times very frequently to coat the historic facades. Sometimes a single paint layer was laid, but
frequently successive coats were applied to build up a thick skin hiding the original colour and flattening decorative details and structures.
Remarks
The majority of Roman cement facades have been painted-over during successive restorations. Many
times, dispersion paints based on synthetic resin binders were applied. Various polymer products
have been used but their chemical composition is usually unknown. The polymer-based paint films
should usually be removed in the course of a façade restoration on grounds of aesthetic appearance,
loss of adhesion and possible increase of dampness in a building due to water trapped behind the
impermeable layer – normal atmospheric impact of moisture usually causes no harm to the render, it
would just result in flaking of the paint. One should be aware that original paint layers can be present
under the over-coatings. Therefore, a detailed survey of significant sectors and sufficient number of
tests using various methods of on-site trials or laboratory analyses are indispensable.

Thin and uniform layer of a synthetic resin
based paint. Sharp features of the element
are still visible. But the colour is different
from the original appearance.
Austria, Vienna, apartment house,
Friedrich Schmidt Platz.
Christian Gurtner / AGW 2006.

Thick skin of old, synthetic resin based
coatings flattens the sharp profiles.
The coatings alternate with layers on
a mineral base.
Czech Republic, Brno,
apartment house, Jana Uhra.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.
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Polymer paint layers

Accumulation of old coatings has led to a
considerable loss of fine details and modelling of the decoration. The paint layers have
been removed by a micro jet of superheated
steam, partly supported by cleaning with a
brush and a scalpel.
Czech Republic, Brno,
apartment house, Jana Uhra.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

INVESTIGATIONS
Investigation of a paint’s chemical composition is important to determine the solubility of the binder
in solvents and the possibility of its removal.

RESTORATION
General
Removing paint layers is usually one of the first steps of a well-designed restoration programme for
a façade. Surface roughening or other forms of decay must be avoided. In the case of original paints
present under the over-paints, the removal of the latter must not affect the original. In most of the
cases, a combination of various cleaning methods is necessary.
Cleaning
Superheated water is very effective in removing paint layers on a synthetic resin base, owing to their
thermo plastic properties. There is no basis for frequently encountered concern that façades could be
damaged by cleaning with the use of water, unless it is applied in excessive amounts.
Stripping of resin based varnishes can be carried out with thixotropic chemical strippers (no alkalis
or acids, only organic solvents). The stripper should be washed off with a well-adjusted jet of water
steam and the contaminated rinse water should be collected and appropriately disposed.
If cleaning produces efflorescence of salts, such as gypsum, which have been mobilised by the use of
water, the application of poultices will eventually be necessary to remove the salt stains.
Note
Using abrasive cleaning systems - such as sandblasting - for the removal of elastic paint layers is, in
most cases, dangerous and generates irreversible loss of the original substance. Air pressure has to
be very high for this task. As a consequence, the cleaned surface will be roughened while paint residues will still remain in recesses.
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Polymer paint layers

Removing several layers of acrylic dispersion from rusticated ashlars in one step
with supercritical steam. High temperature
and low pressure are recommended.
Austria, Vienna, Palais Hansen, Ringstrasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2010.

Result of the cleaning procedure demonstrated above: the profiles and large pebble
stones embedded in the mortar appear
clear and sharp.
Austria, Vienna, Palais Hansen, Ringstrasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2010.

An egg-and-dart moulding coated with a
synthetic resin based paint, loss of details
and partly soiled surface.

The state after removal of the paint layer
by insensitive sand blasting. Excessively
eroded surface of the cast-element with
residues of the paint remaining nevertheless in recesses of the modelling.

The state after sensitive removal of the
paint layer by supercritical steam. The
smooth and tough skin of the cast element
is well preserved, all details are sharply
visible.
Austria, Vienna, apartment house, Kohlmarkt.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2006.
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Polymer paint layers

Roman cement cast elements and lime
rendering of the wall painted over with an
acrylic dispersion paint.
Austria, Baden, Villa Rainer.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

The same façade after a very sensitive
removal of the later paint layers by supercritical steam - the original polychrome
painting appears in a high quality and well
preserved state.
Austria, Baden, Villa Rainer.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Historic oil paint becomes visible during
removal of later polymer paints;
full removal of the later paints requires a
precise and gentle approach depending on
the sensitivity of the original surface.
Austria, Vienna I, apartment building,
Friedrich Schmidt-Platz, 1882.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2006.
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Cracks
Definition
Network of minor fissures usually formed during early age drying shrinkage. Their width dimension
is from a few tenths of a millimetre to about 2 mm. The fissures are clearly visible by the naked eye,
either by separation of one part from another, or by their selective soiling.
Equivalent terms
Hair cracks, fine cracks, surface cracks, fissures
Remarks
Fine cracks, forming an irregular network not related to building features, are one of the most significant distinguishing characteristics of mortars based on Roman cement. They affect equally renders
as elements run in-situ or pre-cast. The cracking is due to the mortar shrinkage during the drying
process at early ages and depends on the curing conditions.
Even fine cracks can be accentuated visually due to their selective soiling, or when polymer paint layers detach along these cracks as a consequence of the increased moisture transport.
Cracks in otherwise sound Roman cement surfaces need not be considered harmful. Interlocking of the portions produced by cracking is usually sufficient for their stabilisation. Only in the case
of severe impact of water and frost in exposed areas can cracks cause further decay and lead to
fragmentation or losses.

Typical crack network on a flat render of a
Roman cement mortar after the removal
of all paint layers. The condition is stable
and no specific conservation intervention is
required. Only the aesthetic aspects have to
be addressed.
Austria, Vienna, apartment house, Renngasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW 2006.
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Typical crack-network on a run profile of
a Roman cement mortar. The element has
survived in good condition over 100 years
of severe exposure, therefore the risk of
further decay is extremely low. Visually,
the cracks contrast with the light Roman
cement surface due to the accumulated dirt.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

The detachment of a layer of later polymer
paint along the hair cracks gives them a
dramatically negative aesthetic appearance.
After the removal of that layer, the cracks
would be hardly visible and no further
intervention would be needed. The image
shows, however, that moisture transport in
the façade proceeds preferentially through
the crack system.
Poland, Krakow, Municipal Theatre.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2005.

INVESTIGATIONS
Percussion tests should make sure that the cracked areas show no dislocations and that no major
hollow spaces occur beneath.
In special cases, it is advisable to assess the presence of secondary products such as gypsum or other
salts in the cracks by laboratory analyses of the collected samples. The information how deep and
to which extent gypsum or other salts are filling the system of cracks may be decisive for planning
consolidation, cleaning procedures and water-repellent treatments
In order to estimate how water will be transported in the cracks after the restoration, test areas can
be moistened and their drying observed.

RESTORATION
General
This sheet refers just to cracks which do not need consolidation. If, however, cracks are at risk of widening by erosion under the atmospheric impacts, it can be a matter of prevention to fill them. Beyond
this, the interventions are largely dictated by the desired aesthetic result of the restoration. The decision on a final water-repellent treatment of the surface may be taken, particularly where cracks are
too narrow to be filled, in order to minimise the adverse aesthetical effect of the prolonged capture of
water in the cracks after a rainfall.
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Filling
Filling cracks can be best achieved by using a Roman cement slurry or milk on a well pre-wetted
surface. The mode of application is either by working in the material by brush movements perpendicularly to the crack, or by employing spatulas. For wider cracks, a prior injections of the grout with
syringes in several steps can be attempted. Unless coating of the whole surface is scheduled, the
excess material should be removed by washing with a sponge.

The effect of cleaning of a Roman cement
surface with cracks of varying widths. Since
some cracks are considerably wide, they
should be filled, mainly for the aesthetic
reasons, by brushing the slurry all over the
surface.
Ukraine, Lviv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Left: Network of cracks filled with a Roman
cement based grout, after re-moistening
the surface with water. The young mortar
filling the cracks is more porous and stays
wet for prolonged periods of time.
Poland, Krakow, former Trade Academy.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2005.

Right: An example of a successful restoration of a cracked cast element. Following
the cleaning of the whole surface, the
cracks were treated by brushing in a Roman
cement milk and removing the excess.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2009.
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Erosion
Definition
Selective loss of small particles from an original smooth surface. The substrate is still sound; in contrast to sanding, there is no decrease in the material cohesion at the surface in the case of surface
erosion.
Equivalent terms
Roughening
Remarks
Surface erosion can appear either progressively in case of long-term deterioration processes, or instantaneously in case of inappropriate actions, such as aggressive cleaning.

Surface erosion of an exposed cast
decorative element has revealed large
grains of aggregate.
Austria, Vienna, Esteplatz, apartment house.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2006.

Surface erosion of a cast decorative
element, exposed to the severe impact
of rain water, has led to the selective
elimination of large grains of aggregate
and characteristic pitting.
Poland, Krakow, Municipal Theatre.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC, 2005.
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Eroded surface of a cast element after aggressive cleaning
Austria, Vienna,
Schwindgasse, apartment house.
Stefan Oláh, 2006.

INVESTIGATIONS
The state of cohesion of the substrate should be checked to make sure that the deterioration at hand
is surface erosion and not sanding.

RESTORATION
General
In general, a rough, eroded surface tends to collect water and dirt at a disproportionately high rate;
because of this, rough surfaces will be vulnerable to accelerated deterioration in the future. Therefore, a significantly eroded surface should be smoothed by coating with a slurry.
Repair of eroded surfaces should take into consideration the following points:
Depending on the severity of surface erosion and features of the decorative element treated, the repair should be based either on a slurry to be applied as a very thin coat by brush, or on a mortar for
smoothing the surface and producing the required profiles. The repair materials should meet compatibility criteria in terms of mechanical properties and the undisturbed water transport through the
substrate-repair interface.
(1) Usage of Portland cement based slurries and mortars should be avoided as the compact coating
produced would have water transport behaviour different from the original substrate.
(2) To formulate mortars compatible with a weak substrate, hybrid Roman cement and lime systems
should be considered. Usually this does not hold for slurries for which the addition of lime may produce insufficient durability.
(3) To make sure that the appearance (colour) of the slurry or mortar is compatible with the substrate,
different Roman cement types should be used; the addition of pigments is also possible.
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Thin coating of Roman cement slurry laid
during restoration to smooth and aesthetically re-integrate the eroded surface of an
decorative element.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2009.

During restoration, the cast decorative
details and run profiles were coated with
Roman cement slurry applied by brush,
whereas the surrounding flat renders were
completed with a thin layer of Roman cement finish mortar.
Poland, Krakow,
school building, Kapucynska Street.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC 2006.
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Sanding
Definition
Granular disintegration of the surface of renderings, plaster, run decorative elements in terms of loss
of cohesion of single grains or small grain aggregates. Encountered very rarely on cast-elements. Do
not confuse with roughening!
Equivalent terms
Granular disintegration, chalking, powdering, disaggregation
Remarks
Sanding can predominantly be observed for renders. Mortars prepared by a blend of Roman cementlime, with their generally lower strength, are more frequently affected by sanding; this applies especially to coarse layers. Areas exposed to strong effects of atmospheric weathering or to the action
of soluble salts are at particular risk of sanding, the more if they had been coated by impermeable
layers.

Sanding of a coarse Roman cement-lime
mortar from a rusticated ashlar located
in the socle area of a building with strong
impact of moisture and salts.
The dark polymer paint visible on
the top and right of the photograph has
contributed to this type of weathering.
Austria, Vienna, private building.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2012.

Sanding of parts of a decorative cast element. The damaged areas were recognized
after the removal of the secondary paint
layers. Sanding of Roman cement mortars
from casts is a relatively rare case.
Czech Republic, Pardubice, Façade of
former State Technical College, Cs.Legii.
Petr Rejman / UPFR, 2011.
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Left: Area strongly exposed to weathering
or to infiltrating water shows a combination
of decay phenomena, among which surface
sanding is an important feature frequently
related to delamination.
Czech Republic, Brno, block of flats.
Ema Medková / UPFR, 2011.

Right: Heavy sanding of a coarse Roman
cement render caused by enhanced moisture, as this element is located in the socle
area of the façade. The finish layer has
detached from that area.
Austria, Graz,
administration building, central cemetry.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

INVESTIGATIONS
The sanding areas should be localised by visual inspection and by simple mechanical tests. In cases
where the sanding mortar is hidden behind an apparently sound surface, this is usually detached;
percussion tests with the finger can be useful to detect such failures - the more muffled or hollow the
sound, the higher is the degree of sanding beneath. An estimation of the depth of de-cohesion should
be performed, possibly by measuring the drill resistance. As for all types of decay, the source of the
failure, e.g. moisture and salt loads, should be investigated.

RESTORATION
General
Based on the results of investigation it has to be decided whether or not a consolidation of the affected
areas is possible and promising. In the practice, the prior removal of extremely loose material by soft
mechanical means, e.g. brushes, will be unavoidable. The remaining mortar will be in need of a consolidation treatment which must be able to penetrate to the full depth of loss of cohesion.
Consolidation
‘The sanding areas should be treated by consolidants based on ethyl silicates in different formulations. In the course of a stepwise treatment procedure it is important to (1) apply products of increasing rate of silica gel precipitation fresh-on-fresh, in subsequent layers, according to the conditions of
the substrate; (2) to use only non-hydrophobic formulations; (3) to employ so-called elastified formulations in the case that it is required by a significant state of loss of cohesion. The application is similar
to the consolidation of stone objects, i.e. by use of a brush or by allowing the fluid to slowly flow over
the area to be treated and be absorbed by the original mortar.
Repair
The reconstruction to the original level and shape can be achieved by the use of Roman cement
mortars – see cards Repair and Reconstruction.
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Delamination
Definition
Detachment of one or several layers which are sub-parallel to the render surface.
Equivalent terms
Flaking
Remarks
Thin Roman cement layers delaminate sometimes when laid on masonry of weak porous stones, or
lime / Roman cement-lime renders. The reason is the incompatibility between the substrate and the
Roman cement outer layer – too impermeable to moisture and too strong and brittle. However, in
many cases, cement-rich outer layers cause no harm and even protect the softer substrate. Therefore, possible loss of bond between the substrate and the outer layer should be carefully checked in
each case before any remedial action is taken.
Also, the finish coat can delaminate from the coarse render coat in the two-layer Roman cement
renders, if the adhesion between the layers is weak. Reduced adhesion can be due to the formation of
an excessively smooth surface on the top of the coarse coat, or insufficient pre-wetting of the coarse
coat before application of the finish coat. Delamination areas can largely vary in size from cm² to m².
Within the delaminated layers, exfoliation can be observed.

Jointed Roman cement render to imitate
stone laid on weak limestone masonry.
Big difference in strength and moisture
permeability between the two materials
produced delamination of the cement outer
layer and advanced deterioration of the
substrate.
France, Corbeil, a church.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2011.
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Delamination of a hard Roman Cement
finish coat from a soft coarse coat on a
Roman cement-lime base. The loss of the
finish coat and sanding of the coarse coat
in the exposed location near the edge of the
building is due to frequent cycles of water
infiltration and evaporation. Further, the
element is affected by rising damp and salt
migration.
Austria, Vienna,
apartment house, Zirkusgasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2012.

Delamination of a hard Roman cement
finish coat from a Roman cement coarse
render. The lack of adhesion in some areas
is due to an excessively smooth surface of
the render.
Austria, Vienna,
apartment house, Renngasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2006.

INVESTIGATIONS
The causes and the extent of the delamination need to be established. In areas adjacent to zones of
visible delamination, the soundness of the bond between the finish coat and the coarse coat should be
checked, for example, by means of ‘sounding’ with a hammer or by measuring the pull-off strength.
Since excessive moisture is a frequent driving force for the delamination of incompatible layers, protection of the affected areas against moisture infiltration should be inspected. The recipe of a repair
mortar should be elaborated which would ensure the compatibility between the mortar and the substrate, especially in terms of strength and moisture permeability. A hybrid binder system of Roman
cement and lime can be considered to reduce strength and increase elasticity. The repair mortar
should also match the colour and texture of the original layer.
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RESTORATION
General
Delaminating layers should be removed mechanically. A decision needs to be taken on technical and
economic grounds if the problematic renders should be exchanged partly or completely.
Repair
(1) It might be necessary to consolidate the weakened substrate, in general using a system of stone
strengtheners based on a silicic acid ester. The content of the active ingredient and the related gel
deposit rate should match the pore dimensions of the consolidated material.
(2) The application of a bonding agent (primer) on the substrate can be considered.
(3) In special cases, it may be considered to preserve the delaminated layer by grouting with the use
of a mixture of Roman cement with water. A thorough pre-wetting of the substrate and a sufficiently
liquid consistency of the grout are the prerequisites.
(4) In the case of salt loaded substrates and when no effective extraction of the salts can be achieved,
a new undercoat render with a high capillarity and a good salt storing capacity should be applied instead of the original one.

Laying a new Roman cement finish coat to
replace the original delaminated and weakened layer removed during the cleaning.
Austria, apartment house, test area.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2010.

Left: Object specific colour and texture of
delaminating outer layer which needed to
be reconstructed.
Right: The aggregates used in the repair
mortar were tested in terms of sieve
fraction, composition and amount.
Austria, Baden, apartment house.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2010.
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Missing parts
Definition
Empty space created by the erosion of some formerly existing surface of a Roman cement element of
varying depth and size. Protruding and particularly exposed parts like cornices or architectural decorative details are typical locations for material loss resulting in missing parts. The reasons for such
loss could be natural decay caused by salt crystallisation or freezing water, or the impact of mechanical stress induced by human activities.
Equivalent terms
Material loss
Remarks
Missing parts can largely vary in size from mm² to dm² - therefore the method of restoration differs
depending on the size of the missing part. The work is to be done with one mortar or a two-layer
mortar system depending upon the mortar (system) to be employed and the size of the missing part.

The picture shows the dimension of a
characteristic small missing part. It is only
several mm in depth and of a small surface
area. This form of missing part is to be
repaired with one mortar type in the form
of patch-fillings.
Austria, Vienna, Palais Hansen.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2010.

An armature made of stainless steel wires
was introduced before the missing part of
the cornice was reconstructed by applying
the Roman cement mortar in situ. In cases
like this it might be useful to work in two
steps, using a core and surface mortar.
Poland, Krakow, Ludwik and Anna Helcel
House for the Poor.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC, 2010.
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RESTORATION
Preliminary investigations
Preliminary investigations: synchronizing the volume of missing part and the kind of mortar to work
with, checking compatibility of the formulation of the repair mortar and substrate, checking substrate
regarding strength profile and salt content.
General
The repair mortar should be designed to match the colour and texture of the original. The type of
binder and a range of aggregates must, therefore, first be tested in terms of sieve fraction, composition and amount. Additionally, the strength and water transport behaviour has to be adapted to the
original.
Repair of missing parts
The following points have to be noted:
(1) A decision has to be made as to whether the repair can be realised with one mortar or a two – layer
mortar system: a base layer of mortar rich in coarse-grained aggregate and a surface mortar of texture and colour matching the original, usually with much finer aggregate. The use of armatures may
be considered when a large cavity is to be filled.
(2) In the case of using a mortar system, the delay between the application of the subsequent layer(s)
must be determined.
(3) To make sure that especially the water transport behaviour matches that of the original, it is necessary to avoid the usage of Portland cement based mortars.
(4) To avoid the desiccation of the mortar and the resulting poor hydration, especially in the case of
small mortar volumes, surfaces of cavity repaired should be prewetted and painted with a slurry of
mortar in water, or a suitable polymer dispersion, to achieve a good adhesion of the repair.
(5) Additives to improve the adherence to the support and retain the moisture in the repair mortar can
be useful for small-scale repairs especially if they are thin. Acrylic dispersions are frequently used
for these purposes.
(6) The substrate strength must be considered, particularly if the original construction was in a layered format.

A run element shows missing parts
in its surface.
Czech Republic, Brno, block of flats,
Jana Uhra Street, No. 161/3.
Ema Medková / UPFR, 2010.
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Roman cement filling of appropriate colour
and consistence was prepared to replace
the missing parts. Two types of binder were
blended to achieve the required colour of
the repair matching the original host material.

The shape was adjusted according to the
original profile shape.

The picture shows the range of Roman
cement colours. It is possible to obtain
an excellent aesthetic match between the
repair and the original substrate, primarily
by mixing various cements but also by
selecting aggregate of appropriate colour.
Different Roman cement types,
created by the EU-Projects
ROCEM and ROCARE.
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Fragmentation
Definition
The complete or partial breaking up of an element into portions of variable dimensions that are of irregular form, thickness and volume.
Equivalent terms
crumbling
Remarks
Roman cement renders are generally compact and very durable. Only improper maintenance, making
them vulnerable to chronic excessive dampness can be the cause of disintegration. In the upper parts
of the facades, the source of dampness can be damaged or ineffective exterior drainage system leading to rain water leaks. In the area of ground-level, ineffective drainage and waterproofing of the foundation wall can lead to the intrusion of moisture. Fragmentation can be provoked by internal stresses
due to volume expansion in or under a Roman cement element, e.g. by moisture-related swelling of a
more porous substrate or by rusting of iron reinforcements.
Due to the compact nature of the material, granular disintegration (sanding) is generally not observed. Fragmentation follows the crack system through which water and salt solutions penetrate the
material; subsequent freeze-thaw cycles break the element into lumps.

Early stage of fragmentation with small
losses. The network of cracks has
developed into fragmentation, especially
at protruding edges where no interlocking
with the surrounding material occurs and,
moreover, wetting-drying cycles are
particularly frequent.
The stability of the central part where a
wide crack is visible needs verification and
possibly consolidation re-establishing the
bond.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2009.
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Advanced state of fragmentation of a cast
console element, presumably caused by a
combination of frost and corrosion of the iron
reinforcement.
Czech Republic, Vysoké Mýto, municipal house.
Marek B ｌ t’ák, UPCE / 2004.

Final state of fragmentation with nearly
total destruction of the whole big element of
approximately 1.5 m in diameter, obviously
caused by the absence of the protective
metal cover over many years. The element
needed to be removed and completely
reconstructed.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner, AGW / 2009.

INVESTIGATIONS
Structural integrity of fragmented elements should be examined by percussion tests. The source of
fragmentation, e.g. rusting iron reinforcements or missing protection elements, should be identified.

RESTORATION
General
The first and most important goal in the restoration of façade elements is to regain their structural
stability and safety. Further, as much original material as possible should be retained. Resins and
polymers can be used in the repair of the fragmented elements. Such products would create barriers to water and water vapour transport. Hence, it must be decided by a responsible expert whether
the use of polymer resins is inevitable to achieve the necessary stability of the element, and to which
extent such barriers will have negative effects on its long-term durability. Amongst others, this will
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depend on the type and orientation of the cracks in the element: radial cracks, frequently caused by
corroded metal reinforcements, are less critical than cracks running parallel to the surface.
Frequently, new reinforcement or anchors will have to be built in. Modern fibre materials such as
carbon fibre or fibreglass as well as stainless steel are the materials of choice. Metal parts which can
be kept should be uncovered and treated against rust.
Removal and full reconstruction of a fragmented element is inevitable beyond a certain degree of decay, to be defined by a qualified expert. Structural repairs should, nevertheless, be always considered
so that the original material is kept as far as possible.
Repairs, as well as fully reconstructed elements, should be based on Roman cement and carefully
match the original sizes, profiles and finishes in physical properties as well as in colour and texture.
Repair
If cracks are repaired by injecting a polymer, the material should never reach the level of the surface.
The crack openings should be cleaned of residue of the resin, and a primer e.g. acrylic should be applied before filling the crack with an appropriate mortar.

Detail of crack stabilisation of an attic baluster by use of an epoxy resin. The injection
proceeds from the bottom to the top,
a temporary sealing of lower part is
necessary.
Austria, Vienna,
apartment house, Operngasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2001.

The attic balustrade after the restoration.
The repair was performed as described
above.
Austria, Vienna,
apartment house, Operngasse.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2001.
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Renders and run ornaments
Definition
Reconstruction of missing renders, joints or run ornaments can be a necessary step in façade restoration. Decay due to excessive moisture, salt, or frost can lead to delamination or sanding, and finally
to their total loss. Lack of compatibility between the substrate and the Roman cement outer layer is
a frequent cause of losses, particularly for renders, or leads to such a poor adhesion of renders that
their removal becomes necessary.
Equivalent terms
Material loss
Remarks
Missing parts can largely vary in size from a few dm² to m² - planners have to decide on the basis of
technical and economic considerations, whether a complete or partial replacement of the affected
areas needs to be undertaken.
The repair of losses of renders and joints requires similar mortar formulations as for run in-situ ornaments. Renders and ornaments may consist of one or several layers of a coarse mortar covered by a
single fine-grained coat. This may necessitate the step-by-step application of different mortar layers.

A Roman cement-based render applied in
the 19th century to cover soft limestone
masonry of a mediaeval church.
The incompatibility between the soft
substrate and the brittle render has led
to its detachment by delamination; an
exponential development of further decay
must be expected. Therefore, the removal
of the render had to be undertaken. The
formulation of the new render should
ensure its compatibility with the substrate,
in this case, use of a Roman cement binder
blended with lime is recommended.
France, Corbeil, city church.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2011.
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Area of a total loss of the render and run
profile revealing brick masonry, obviously
caused by an excessive water infiltration
caused by damaged water handling system.
Ukraine, Lviv, private apartment house.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Large missing part of a Roman cement
horizontal profile caused by its reduced
adhesion to the smooth surface of another
profile beneath.
Austria, Vienna, Palais Hansen.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Partially lost joints in a weathered
medieval stone masonry. Mortar systems
based on Roman cement can provide
appropriate materials for repair and
repointing of the joints.
France, Corbeil, city church.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2011.
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Roman cement joints in a stone masonry,
the original state. With respect to the
aesthetics and function, the joints are
in a perfect state of preservation.
Germany, Blaubeuren, railway station.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2012.

RESTORATION
Preliminary investigations
The primary cause of the damage must be identified, especially failures in building protection installations and features, so that proper maintenance of a building is ensured. In cases where a substantial
lack of compatibility between the substrate and the damaged mortar is likely to be the cause of decay,
all relevant parameters should be checked, i.e. properties related to water transport and drying of
the materials, the elasticity modulus, possible accumulations of salts in the substrate, etc. The same
parameters have to be considered when formulating a new mortar system for restoration.
General
The repair mortar should be designed to match the colour and texture of the host material. A range
of aggregates must be first tested in terms of grading, composition and amount. Properties related
to the mechanical strength and water transport have to be adapted to the masonry substrate or the
original Roman cement element being repaired.
Repair of missing parts
If necessary, the substrate must be consolidated using appropriate consolidants. In the case of saltloaded substrates, measures should be taken to remove or extract the salts. A special undercoat
render (salt storing render) can be applied which would function also as a balancing layer.
Formulation of a mortar compatible with a weak substrate might necessitate the use of a hybrid
binder system of Roman cement and lime. It should be noted that, even in a hybrid mortar system,
Roman cement in the binder has to be retarded, best by the de-activation technique if a long workable
life is required.
(1) Reconstruction of renders and joints:
The surface of the masonry must be cleaned of loose particles and dust, and pre-wetted thoroughly.
Mortar from the joints should be removed for an improved adhesion of the new coarse-grained layer
to the support. The coarse layer has to be applied in the same step of work as filling the open joints.
After the application of the coarse render layer, its surface has to be roughened.
The finish coat, prepared with fine aggregate matching the structure of the original, should be applied
only when the layer beneath has achieved sufficient strength and after a thorough pre-wetting.
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(2) Re-pointing of joints:
When no render is envisaged, just one mortar system should be applied for re-pointing of the joints,
usually in a single step. The aggregate grain size has to be adapted to the width of the joints.
(3) Reconstruction of run elements:
In cases where the masonry has protruding components to create the base for the profile’s shape,
their stability has to be checked and if necessary re-established.
As to the issues of cleaning and pre-wetting of the support and the basic formulation of the mortars,
the indications given in 1 above apply.
Thick profiles require reinforcements which must be fixed in the masonry to ensure the long-term
stability of the reconstruction.
To achieve a sharp and exactly shaped profile, the use of templates is usually necessary for the coarse
layer as well as for the finish coat. The ultimate coat is frequently free of aggregate to obtain the
sharpness, especially of the edges.

Closing joints in a medieval stone masonry
with the use of a de-activated Roman
cement mortar with local aggregate.
This approach has been selected because of
the excellent performance of 19th century
repairs with Roman cements.
Switzerland, Sion, Château Valére.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Modelling of a profiled cornice with the use
of a template having a shape replicating the
final form.
Poland, Krakow, former Trade Academy.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC, 2006.
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The same cornice as above after the
reconstruction.
Poland, Krakow, former Trade Academy.
Jacek Olesiak / ICSC, 2006.

Example of aggregates yielding a specific
mortar structure, which should be matched
by the repair mortar system.
France, Corbeil, city church.
Georg Hilbert / gh-DenkMalPlan, 2011.
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Cast elements
Definition
Reconstruction of whole elements by producing casts can be a necessary step in façade restoration.
Usually it concerns original cast elements affected by total or serious losses caused by different impacts of weathering (frost damage, salt crystallisation) or by anthropogenic reasons.
Remarks
For this field of application, the quick setting and high early strength specific to Roman cement mortars is crucial.

Total loss of a cast element in a Romancement façade; the loss in this case is due
to the cracks and the corroded iron clamp.
The insertion of a cast is a logical step of
reconstruction.
Austria, Vienna,
Schwindgasse, apartment house.
Stefan Oláh, 2006.

Right: Serious losses of a cast element
(balcony consol) in a Roman cement façade,
necessitating the full reconstruction.
Left: the identical element still preserved
in another area of the façade served as a
model for moulding and casting.
Ukraine, L’viv, The National University
„Lvivska Politechnika“
at Kniazia Romana Boulevard.
AGW, Christian Gurtner, 2011.

RESTORATION
General
The full reconstruction of a historic cast element is the last alternative when its repair is not considered feasible. In most cases identical elements can be found on the same façade, sound enough to
enable their use as a model.
Stable and secure mounting of the reconstructed cast elements should be designed. If a cast element
is fitted into the existing decoration, it is necessary to take care of element’s compatibility with the
surrounding material (water-uptake, strength).
Mortar formulation and casting
The cast mortar should be designed to match the original or the surrounding in respect to colour and
texture. The type of binder and a range of aggregates must therefore be tested in terms of sieve fraction, composition and amount. The technical problems related especially to the production of large
casts necessitate careful formulation and tests of the mortars (w/c ratio, retardation, consistency).
Strength and water transport behaviour have less importance.
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For large casts with projecting outlines, reinforcements are required.
Cast Roman cement mortars take advantage of the generally quick setting of this group of binders;
a practical time of workability in the range of up to 10 min can be achieved by chemical retardation
rather than de-activation (DARC). The mortar consistence should be controlled by the amount of aggregate rather than by the w/c ratio. In view of the short time of setting, the work routine has to be
well adapted to the properties of the mortar and the characteristics of the mould.
De-moulding and curing
The element can be removed from its mould as soon as the final setting is complete. This can be best
controlled by placing a thermo sensor into the mortar: decreasing temperatures indicate the earliest
time of de-moulding. The element should then be stored in the open air in the workshop for 2 days
before covering the casting with wet sacks and left for a further week.

This profiled pilaster base, a cast element,
was in bad condition due to the impact of
salts and rising damp. It was hence decided
to replace it with a replica. Another, identical element of the same façade was used as
a model for preparing a mould.
Austria, Baden, private cottage house.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

Preparation of the cast mortar based on
Roman cement:
Left: A defined amount of water with
retarder is added to a dry mixture of cement and aggregate; due to the quick set,
it is essential that this mixture be carefully
designed and prepared beforehand.
Right: Thorough mixing with an electric
whisk to obtain a relatively liquid and homogeneous consistence.
Austria, Atelier.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.
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Pouring the liquid mortar into the mould
made of silicone; before, the mould had
been coated with a surfactant in order to
avoid the formation of bubbles at the surface
of the cast. Common washing up liquid in
water forms an ideal solution.
Austria, Atelier.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

De-moulding the element shows the result
of a successful casting work.
This element was not fixed by any metal
clamps or nails. In cases where this is
necessary, holes should be produced soon
after final setting to accommodate these
elements.
Austria, Atelier.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.

The mortars dry quickly, as can be seen by
the different colour of the two elements –
that one in front has been de-moulded just
5 minutes after the other one.
Austria, Atelier.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2011.
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Reinforcement and mounting
Definition
Elements usually consisting of iron which have been either inserted at the stage of casting (reinforcement), or at the moment of mounting the ready cast on the façade.
Equivalent terms
Armature, rebar
Remarks
Reinforcements were predominantly used for elongated cast elements to stabilise them during the
transport and mounting processes. Generally these metals run close to the surface of the cast elements due to the low thickness of the latter. Especially when they were inserted in too early a stage
of the casting process, they may have sunk down into the mould which would result in their final
position too close to the surface. The deteriorating effect of the reinforcements’ volume expansion is
a frequent consequence, not only by rust expansion but probably also by the high thermal dilatation
of the metal.
Clamps and nails, on the other hand, may have exerted their deterioration effect by mechanical shock
stress during the mounting process, which led to the formation of hair cracks which later on developed into larger fissures. Rust is usually no problem since the holes are large enough to allow for
volume expansion of the metals.

Left: Local surface detachment of a cast
Roman cement console element, caused
by corrosion of the reinforcement. The iron
bars are too close to the surface.
Façade of former State Technical College,
Cs.Legii, Pardubice.
Petr Rejman / UPFR, 2011.

Right: X-ray image of the reinforcement in
the cast element. Note the fine crack in the
centre of the image which has developed
near the end of the reinforcement bars.
Petr Rejman / UPFR in cooperation with the
Department of radiology at the hospital in
Litomysl, 2011.
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Detail of the above photograph.
Façade of former State Technical College,
Cs.Legii, Pardubice.
Petr Rejman / UPFR, 2011.

Iron hook nailed into the masonry to hold a
Roman cement cast element in its centre.
The left part of the cast was lost because of
a crack initially formed during the mounting. Usually such hooks were driven in to
the backing layer and then grouted in with
a pure Roman cement paste. Such metal
elements should be used as far as possible
to fix the replica of the cast.
Austria, Vienna,
Esteplatz, private apartment building.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2006.

INVESTIGATIONS
Reinforcements need to be detected only when they may be the cause for decay phenomena. Their
state of corrosion can be assessed by visual means. Mounting metals such as hooks, nails and clamps,
when covered by other layers, can be located by simple metal detectors in the unlikely case that they
are not detectable by the eye. Their static functionality must be checked carefully, possibly with the
help of a civil engineer.
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RESTORATION
General
Since metal elements used for reinforcements or mounting form a part of the original, their treatment, removal or replacement should be encountered only when this is necessary to stop their corrosion or to improve the static conditions of the façade elements.
Rust removal and protection
The corrosion layers shall be mechanically removed as far as possible, possibly by sand blasting. An
anticorrosive paint or varnish should be applied as quickly as possible, using either modern systems
or historic methods based on minium.
New reinforcement and mounting
If the replacement of old metals is necessary, modern materials such as stainless steel, fibreglass or
carbon shall be used.
Covering of mounting metals
According to the traditional technique, the heads of nails, clamps and hooks should be covered with
aggregate-free Roman cement mortar.

Head of iron hook inserted below the level
of the cast Roman cement element treated,
after its in-situ restoration and protection
with of a modern varnish.
Austria, Vienna, Kaasgrabenkirche.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2007.

Iron construction supporting a Roman cement element formed by several pre-casts
which had been fixed to the grid with wires.
The photograph was taken after the in-situ
restoration and protection of the metals by
use of a traditional minium varnish.
Austria, Vienna,
Ringstrasse, private apartment building.
Christian Gurtner / AGW, 2005.
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5. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

I have sampled a 15 mm thick render and had it tested for strength and WAC.
How do I interpret the results?
This is a really involved question and there is no simple answer. Let’s start with the basics
and assume that you have had the mortar tested for the purposes of specifying a repair
mortar for use in the future. Such a mortar is likely to be tested in a laboratory using
mortars produced in steel moulds to produce standard 40 mm thick samples.
(I) Your render is only 15 mm thick and, all things being equal, the same mortar tested
at a thickness of 15 mm will yield a strength up to twice that of a 40 mm sample; this is
simply a function of the changing stress distribution in thinner samples.
(II) Your render was cast against a porous substrate, such as brick, and not against steel.
The substrate will suck water out of the fresh mortar and in so doing increase the density
of the render. How much water will depend on water absorption coefficient (WAC) of the
brick, the moisture state of the brick when the render was applied and the sand used
in the render. A high WAC brick, if dry when the render was applied, can further double
the strength of the 15 mm mortar cast between steel. Two factors might reduce this
strength: firstly, a wet substrate at the time of application will yield a lower strength (the
historic literature contains conflicting advice on whether the masonry should be wet or
dry at the time of application) and secondly, the use of a sand which retains water in the
fresh mortar will further lower the strength.
(III) Obviously, it is impossible to know the moisture state of the substrate at the time of
render application. However, a first estimate can be made of the water retention capability of the mortar as influenced by the sand by examining its particle size distribution.
A mortar with a small proportions of fines (<100 µm) will more readily yield up its water
than will one with a lot of fine sand.
(IV) Historic renders were often produced with a lower sand content than is normal practice today. Such a mortar needs less water to yield an acceptable level of workability.
Hence, your render could possess a higher strength than that obtainable with a mortar
with a higher sand content.
(V) Water Absorption Coefficient is not very sensitive to sand type. However, it is greatly
reduced by casting on porous substrates. Additionally, the influence of the substrate is
greater the thinner are the renders tested. In laboratory tests the WAC of a 10 mm thick
mortar cast on a high absorbency brick was approximately 20% of that measured for the
same mortar cast as 40 mm thick in steel moulds.
(VI) There is one very big uncertainty in trying to compare the strength of your mortar
and that of any modern repair mortar. Your render is likely to be 100 – 200 years old
and have been exposed to highly variable atmospheric conditions (i.e. curing). Tests have
shown that mortars cured outdoors (in the UK) compare well with samples of the same
mortar which have been cured under ideal conditions in the laboratory – these tests were
conducted at an age of 91 days. However, the initial curing in the first week is critical to
achieving this comparability. For mortars exposed to external condition after only 1 day
the strength was only 75% of that of samples cured for 7 days prior to exposure. It is
unlikely that historic renders were cured as long as 7 days so your render may not have
reached its full potential. Indeed, microscopic studies of historic renders reveals an open
structure indicative of poor early curing.
It is apparent that several factors must be balanced in transferring the data obtained
from the render into specifying a repair mortar.
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Can I use Portland Cement or Natural Hydraulic Lime (NHL 5) as a substitute for
Roman cement in a repair mortar?
The simple answer is that these binders should not be used if a Roman Cement is available.
Dealing first with Portland Cement. Comparable mortars in terms of their composition
are too strong, possess Water Absorption Coefficients and Water Vapour Permeabilities
which are too low, generate a bond strength between the mortar and the substrate which
is too high, have a very low porosity, set too slowly for a rapid turn round of moulds for the
production of cast elements and yield a grey colour rather than the ochre colour normally
seen in Roman Cement mortars.
By way of contrast, NHL 5 mortars are weaker than comparable Roman Cement mortars,
have higher WAC and WVP properties, yield similar bond strengths, the porosity of renders is similar to that of Roman Cement renders although higher in casting mortars, the
light colour of NHL mortars would require the use of pigments to match Roman Cement
mortars. The slow speed of setting and low early strength would preclude the use of NHL
as a suitable binder for large cast elements. However, NHL 5 could form a sustainable
substitute binder in renders.
Can I use Roman cement as a binder for repair mortars on natural stone?
Yes, there is much evidence, for instance, in France of using Roman cements as repairs
on cathedrals. It is important to review the compatibility between the stone and the cement, particularly for the presence of salts such as sulphate which may be detrimental.
In the UK in the early 19th century there was a period of the creation of grottoes in which
Roman cement mortars were used to mimic natural stone. A leading light in this activity
was James Pulham and it was claimed that his creations were very naturalistic.
Which Roman cement should I use?
You should first consult the ROCARE Standard (Norme) to understand the range of cements which may be available; some may not be suitable for the production of cast elements as a result of low strength and/or slow setting.
Your choice is likely to be based upon the colour of the available cements, the properties
of the cement, the availability of cements in your region and the technical support offered
by the cement producer. If you are not experienced in working with Roman Cements the
last factor should not be under-estimated.
If a range of cements is available in your location, the most flexible solution would be to
identify the most rigorous specification needed for the range of applications in the works
contract and select the strongest and fastest setting cement for that application. Then
all other specifications can be achieved by the use of different retardation techniques,
modification to cement and sand contents and the replacement of cement by lime.
Roman cements by ROCARE project partners:
Within the ROCARE project, a number of selected Roman cement binders have been produced and tested. They form a range of products which complement the small range of
binders already existing on the market. The ROCARE Roman cements belong to different
early strength classes according to the ROCARE Standard (Norme) and can be thus recommended for different applications.
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ICIMB - The Institute of Ceramics and Building Materials/Division of Glass and Building Materials in Krakow, Poland (http://www.icimb.pl). ICIMB has currently three types
of Roman cement available, they are produced in a small rotary kiln using marls from
specified sources from which their brand name is determined.
ICIMB Folwark: RC Class A, of pale colour; limited quantities are usually
on stock, larger amounts are produced on request. A Class B version has
also been produced and purchasers should discuss their requirements with
ICIMB.
ICIMB Gartenau: RC Class B, of pale colour; only limited amounts are available, there will probably be no further production of this brand.
ICIMB Rejowiec; RC Class C, of light pale colour, limited quantities are usually on stock, larger amounts are produced on request.
W&P – Wietersdorfer & Peggauer Kalk GmbH, Wietersdorf, Austria (http://www.wup.at)
has one brand of Roman cement currently available, produced in a Lepol rotary kiln using
marls from a company source:
W&P RC, of a reddish colour; about 10 tonnes are currently on stock, and
100 tonnes are available on request before the next batch will be produced.
VFB – Verein zur Förderung der Baudenkmalpflege, Mauerbach b. Wien, Austria, is producing small batches in a shaft kiln exclusively on request. They are specialised producers and base their products on historically exploited raw materials and are able to meet
specific demands of their customers especially in Austria and neighbouring countries.
For more information, contact Dr. Karl Stingl at karl.stingl@aon.at.
The market for Roman cement is currently developing and new products and suppliers
may be available soon. Both this Manual and the ROCARE website (www.rocare.eu) will
be updated to keep abreast of progress.
Roman cements already present on the market for many years are:
Vicat Ciment Prompt, produced by Groupe Vicat is widely distributed in Europe and eventually traded under different brand names (such e.g. “Prompt Fix Cement” in Germany).
Produced in shaft kilns from a company-owned raw material near Grenoble in France,
this binder of grey to ochre colour would represent a Class B Roman cement according to
the ROCARE Standard (Norme).(http://www.vicat.fr)
Cemento Natural Tigre (http://www.cementonaturaltigre.com) situated near Barcelona
in Spain supply two grades of cement to the Spanish market alone; these are Rapido and
Lento. The light ochre Roman cement Rapido, produced in a shaft kiln, would rank at the
border between Classes B and C of the ROCARE Standard (Norme). The slow setting cement does not return a strength at 3 hours so cannot be classified on the same basis as
the other cements.
Natural Cement Marfil is another natural cement produced near Barcelona, Spain, by
Cementos Collet (http://www.cementoscollet.com). It is distributed on a regional scale.
Unfortunately, no cement has been tested by ROCARE project members.
How could my choice of sand affect mortar properties?
A well-graded sand is recommended and may be a silicate or carbonate sand. The choice
of sand has little direct influence on mortar properties other than influencing the workability and shrinkage.
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However, let us dig a little deeper. The use of a finer sand reduces the workability of the
mortar. Therefore, in order to produce a mortar of adequate workability extra water will
have to be added. This increases the w/c ratio and hence reduces strength. Small differences in fines content from the well-graded ideal are not likely to have substantial effects
on strength. In practice the mortar is often applied to a masonry substrate as a render so
we must consider the interaction between the mortar and the substrate. The use of a fine
sand is likely to yield higher water retention which is good for retaining workability. Associated with this is a lower reduction in w/c ratio in the mortar applied to the substrate
such that the strength enhancement will be less than might be anticipated had a coarser
sand have been used.
Returning now to shrinkage. In laboratory tests with a silica sand the shrinkage increased
as the amount of fines (<100 µm) in the sand increased; this influence was not observed
when similarly graded carbonate sands were used. If you consider shrinkage to be a key
property for a particular application then it is suggested that you conduct trials with the
particular proposed sand.
How do I retard the mortar?
Firstly, the method of retardation depends on the application, mortar for cast elements
or renders, and then the cement which you are using. Cast mortars require a shorter
workable life than do render mortars. Thus, chemical retarders such as citric acid, sodium citrate or potassium citrate are ideal provided the addition is less than 1% of the
weight of cement in the mortar. However, most cements (certainly all the ROCARE cements) require excessive additions of chemicals to achieve a workable life of 1 – 2 hours
which we specified for render mortars. In this case a process known as “De-Activated
Roman Cement” (DARC) is recommended. Details of this process may be found in Section
“Hydration and retardation“, page 21, of this Manual. At the time of writing (October
2012) this type of cement is not available as a pre-mixed mortar and must be prepared
on-site. However, it is hoped that a commercial process may be developed in the near
future.
DARC mortars are not recommended for cast elements as the very early strength is low
which prevents rapid de-moulding of the cast element. This strength is not a problem for
renders.
What are the benefits of this DARC process?
There are two main benefits …
(1) There are limits to the retardation achievable by the use of chemicals and the DARC process offers the possibility to extend this range
without strength reduction.
(2) It also allows mortars to be remixed as they stiffen and lose workability. This remixing can further extend the workable life by a factor
of up to twice. Additionally, the remixing and greatly extended workable life does not result in a lower performance of the mortar once
set.
... and its downside? ...
It is not yet available as a pre-blended mortar (although this may change soon) and represents another site process which has to be perfected. The actual DARC method is simple to undertake once the concept is understood. In laboratory trials it has proved satisfactory in most cases. However, a small combination of cement and sand has not worked
as well as anticipated. As with all things, there is a compromise which can be evaluated
which is to use a combination of chemicals and DARC.
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Can I use lime to retard the setting of the mortar?
It is often thought that lime was used to retard the setting of the Roman cement. This is
not the case and an inferior product will result of lime is simply added to the mix. This is
because the cement quickly sets within a fluid matrix of the lime paste.
So why complicate the mortar by adding lime to it?
Lime was used in historic mortars and has a place on the conservator’s palette, but it
must be used carefully. Lime should always be used with a retarded Roman cement,
achieved either by chemical means or by the DARC process.
Using lime is one of the methods by which you can tailor the mortar to meet prescribed
performance requirements. It can be used to modify high strengths associated with certain cements (see the ROCARE Standard in the appendix to this Manual). The modification will be dependent upon the amount of lime used as a cement replacement and the
type of lime used which may be in the range of an air lime to a NHL 5. It should be noted
that within each of the NHL categories there is a wide range of performance between the
various lime suppliers; it is necessary to conduct trials. In addition to modifying strength,
the inclusion of lime enhances the moisture transport within the mortar.
The lime has a lower density than Roman cement. Therefore, this must be accounted for
if batching of materials is undertaken by weight rather than by volume.
How else can I control the properties of the mortar if I don’t want to use lime?
The simplest means is to adjust the proportion of cement and sand in the mix. Fundamentally, the leaner the mix the weaker is the mortar. It has to be understood that strength is
controlled by the water:cement ratio and NOT the water content which is what principally
controls the workability. Assuming the water content remains essentially constant as a
mix is made leaner the w/c ratio will increase substantially thus reducing the strength.
The use of both lime and mix proportions is like the advantages gained by a golfer who
attacks the course with more than one club in the bag.
Is it possible to colour Roman cement mortars with pigments?
Roman cement is a normal mineral binder so it is quite possible to include pigments in
the mortar. However, because of the colour of Roman cement itself it is only possible to
generate a small range of colours, mainly warm earth colours. This can be achieved by
the use of various earth pigments or the selection of an appropriately coloured sand.
Care should be used in the inclusion of pigments. As a consequence of their high surface
area they can have an adverse influence on the strength of the mortar. However, contents
of up to 3% of the total mortar weight should not cause a problem.
I don’t want to blend my own mortar. Where can I buy ready-mixed dry mortar from?
With the growing availability of Roman cements on the market, there is an increasing
offering of ready-mixed mortars for building restoration. The following examples illustrate the range of materials available (detailed technical information is provided at the
websites of the producers; ROCARE denies any liability for the composition and quality
of the products):
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Remmers Baustofftechnik GmbH, Löningen, Germany, www.remmers.de
The RZ preparations using Roman cements as binders:
Stuckmörtel GF RZ (fast-binding stucco/cast mortar)
Fugen- and Ergänzungsmörtel RZ (mortar for filling joints and restoration available with coarse- and fine-grained aggregate
Versetzmörtel RZ (repair mortar for natural stone)
Feinspachtel RZ (fine-grained finish mortar)
Institute of Ceramics and Building Materials, Warsaw, Glass and Building Materials Division
in Krakow, Poland, www.icimb.pl
A range of products based on Roman cements produced in a pilot scale by the Institute:
Plaster mortar
Plaster finish coat
Casting mortar
Façade paint
RöfixAG, Röthis, Austria, www.roefix.com/
BelitFeinschlämme (mortar for small casts or delicate run elements)
BelitGussmörtel (mortar for casts, masonry and stone repair)
Both of these mortars are hybrid compositions.
RomanCementPlaster (RCP), Alteglofsheim, Germany, www.rocemplaster.eu
Roman Guss- und Stampfmörtelsystem (Casting mortar)
RCP Roman Zugmörtelsystem (Mortar to produce run elements)
RCP Roman Fugmörtelsystem (Pointing mortar)
RCP Roman Putzmörtelsystem (Render mortar)
RCP Roman Injektionsmörtelsystem (Injection grouting)
RCP Roman Kalkfarbsystem (Paint)
RCP Roman Salzspeicherputz (Render mortar for salt loaded substrates,
starts 2013)
All of these mortars are hybrid compositions. As well as these standard
ready-mixed mortars, customized mortar formulations based on Roman cement, for specific restoration purposes, can be designed and supplied by RCP.
I have decided to make trial mortars to confirm their performance.
How should I cure them?
A pure Roman cement mortar gains strength only by hydration – the chemical reaction
between cement and water. By way of contrast, a hybrid mortar also hydrates but also
carbonates which means that air must be allowed to penetrate the mortar.
Thus, a pure Roman cement mortars should be cured under water whereas a hybrid
mortar should be cured for 21 days at high humidity (> 95% rh) followed by further curing
at 65% rh. These regimes will get the best out of your mortars.
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What sort of samples should be produced?
European Standard mortars are produced in 16*4*4 cm beam moulds. However, we have
already seen that the masonry unit onto which the mortar is applied will have an influence on performance. To observe this influence if at all possible additional beams should
be produced which are 16*4 cm and cast between either masonry slips or a composite of
a masonry slip and steel; the former is relevant to mortar beds between bricks whilst the
latter relates to renders. The gap between the slips should be selected as representing
the thickness of the mortar layer to be applied to your object.
Using anything other than the European Standard sample requires a high level of expertise and test facilities so would be best undertaken by a specialist laboratory. Great
thought should be given to justify the additional expense associated with “non-standard”
testing.
This ideal curing is all very well for academics, but how does initial curing affect the
performance of a real mortar?
It has been shown that poor early curing, i.e. restricted supply of water, results in reduced performance regardless of conditions the mortar subsequently experiences. It is
important to cure well for approximately 1 week to obtain maximum performance. In the
case of cast elements produce in the Atelier the following guidance is given to minimise
the possibility of bloom forming on the surface.
(1) When producing the cast it is good practice to insert a digital thermometer into the mortar on the “back face” of the element. The
hydration of the aluminates produces a pronounced rise in temperature. When this begins to drop the element can be demoulded.
(2) The cast element may be left out in the air in the Atelier for 2 days.
(3) After this time the element should be covered with wet sacks and
maintained in this condition for a further week.
When I apply a Roman cement render or repair on the façade, do I need to keep the
surface wet?
There are two aspects to this question. Before applying the repair mortar the substrate
must be well-wetted but not to the extent that excess water remains on the surface and
is not absorbed. After the mortar has set it should be kept moist for a period, ideally, of
about one week to ensure good development of the required structure. This is particularly necessary to develop such strength as required to minimise the possibility of shrinkage cracking.
Do I need to use a primer or an additive with a Roman cement mortar?
Primers are generally used on non-absorbent substrates with highly polymer modified
materials. However, Roman cement renders are applied to capillary active absorbent
masonry and a primer is not required. Adhesion strengths similar to those achieved with
NHL 5 mortars have been measured under laboratory conditions.
In the case where a small-scale repair is very thin, or the edges of a repair patch are very
thin, there may be a risk of delamination due to quick evaporation and insufficient adhesion or to a too compact surface of the substrate. Primers are especially useful for such
conditions, since on one hand they improve the bonding of the mortar to the surface of the
substrate, whilst on the other, they help to reduce the excess absorptivity of the substrate
which, however, must be well wetted on beforehand. A number of water-based polymer
dispersions, usually acrylic resin, are available for such purposes; a frequent recipe being a diluted aqueous dispersion of the polymer containing approx. 5 M% of the polymer
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to which the mortar is applied when it is still wet. Additionally, such a dispersion may be
added to the water prior to mixing the mortar. This should assist in the development of
good adhesion of the repair to the substrate. Advice should be obtained from the supplier
of these additives.
Additives, in the form of air entraining agents, seem to be useful to increase frost and salt
resistance. It is advised that their use is restricted to factory produced mortars since their
performance is sensitive to differences in the sand grading and experience is required in
obtaining the correct mortar formulation.
When I want to put a thin coat (slurry) on the historic surface, what should I observe?
Formulation and retardation: a pure cement milk can be used, possibly with fine powder
aggregate (for roughened substrates) and pigments. Retardation can be achieved by exposure to the air for some time (to be established by tests). The w/c ratio should be that
required to obtain sufficiently liquid consistence at the selected a/c ratio.
There are several important practicalities which should be observed. The substrate
should be cleaned to increase the porosity at the surface; very good pre-wetting is required to create a source of moisture needed to achieve sufficient hydration. Adequate
curing is required by reducing the rate of evaporation or moistening the hardened slurry
coat.
Can I use Roman cement mortar grouting to consolidate empty spaces by injection?
Why should I take RC instead of other binders?
Roman cement is ideal for this purpose; special properties are required for this mortar
type. Next to the mechanical compatibility and unhindered moisture transport, the material needs to ensure effective hardening in large deep cavities of the masonry also in
the presence of large amounts of moisture. While the first two properties of the above
specification are also met by lime mortars, there are many applications known in practice
in which the executed injections in lime or hydraulic lime technology do not show sufficient hardening even after many years. Carbonation, the mechanism by which air-lime
mortars attain their hardened properties is severely inhibited in these confined spaces.
On the other hand, Portland cement mortars are brittle, have low moisture transport
capabilities and are, sometimes, salt-bearing. Polymer systems unless applied as dispersions (where they develop little adhesion power) form a damp-proof layer. They may
also cause a discolouration when they age, especially on porous substrates where they
penetrate to the surface.
Roman cement offers a number of unique properties for this application. By judicious
selection of binder composition, possibly with the use of a hybrid system, mortar composition and choice of retardation technique, a mortar can be designed which will flow
into the voids to be stabilized without setting before the injection has been completed.
Additionally, the hardened mortar will have appropriate levels of strength and moisture
transport properties to ensure compatibility with the substrate.
Isn’t shrinkage a problem in Roman cement mortars?
Shrinkage of Roman cement mortars occurs during the drying process. As the shrinkage
is usually restrained, for example by the stable masonry substrate, the mortar layer is
stretched and can crack when the elongation exceeds the critical value. The fine shrinkage cracking is a common feature in many historic Roman cement casts and renders.
The drying shrinkage is related to the ambient relative humidity, the particular cement
used, the amount of sand in the mortar and the water / cement ratio. Thus, for a given
cement shrinkage will decrease as the humidity increases, the amount of sand increases
and the w/c ratio reduces.
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Cement rich casting mortars are more liable to cracking than the leaner render mortars as only the cementitious matrix shrinks, whereas aggregate remains insensitive to
drying. The laboratory measurements and practical tests imitating on-site conservation
works have not indicated any cracking for the mortar formulations of 2:1 sand:cement
by volume.
If cement-rich formulations of liquid consistence are required, for example to manufacture cast elements rich in fine details or to produce close finish layers on renders,
cracking may appear. A particularly adverse situation occurs when the newly-made cast
elements are exposed to fast drying which produces moisture gradients and differential
shrinkage across the castings, and consequently significant cracking. In such situations,
it is recommended that trials are conducted with the proposed mortar formulations and
curing conditions to determine crack susceptibility. As a general rule it is recommended
that, after demoulding a cast element, be left out in the air in the Atelier for 2 days. After
this time the element should be covered with wet sacks and maintained in this condition
for a further week.
Are Roman cement mortars durable?
The experience of up to 200 years of the use of Roman cement mortars in European architecture is that they are very durable provided that water saturation is avoided. Good
building maintenance is an essential ingredient to ensure that failed drainage systems
are repaired.
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Introduction
Roman cement is a cement with hydraulic properties produced by burning calcareous
materials containing both argillaceous and siliceous components at relatively low temperatures in order to produce both calcium aluminate and calcium silicate phases; this
is a distinguishing feature between Roman and modern Portland cements. In the latter, separate calcareous and argillaceous phases (e.g. limestone and clay) are carefully
mixed and blended in a controlled formulation to obtain the desired composition. In contrast, the composition of Roman cement is determined by the diagenesis of the marl
formation. The dominant silicate phase is di-calcium silicate in the β and α/ polymorphs.
The cement is reduced to a powder by grinding and has the property of rapid setting and
hardening when mixed with water.
Roman cement may be produced in either shaft or rotary kilns. In some cases the nature
of the kiln is that a wide range of temperatures may be experienced across zones of the
kiln. This may result in the production of a small amount of tri-calcium silicate. Quality
Roman cements also contain non-calcined elements of the original marl such as calcite
or quartz.
The market for Roman cement is supplied by both small- and large-scale producers.
Particularly in the former group, production may be only on a highly intermittent basis;
consequently, this Standard accommodates the nature of production and distribution to
customers in the specification requirements for a cement complying with this Standard.
The hydraulic properties exclusively result from the special chemical composition of the
natural raw material. Grinding agents up to 0.1 % are allowed. Roman cement does not
contain any other additions.
The setting of many Roman cements is so rapid as to make the use of retardation essential in order to be able to manufacture satisfactory samples. Retardation may be achieved
by various techniques including the addition of chemicals (e.g. citric acid, sodium citrate,
potassium citrate) or a de-activation technique in which the cement is pre-hydrated with
a specified amount of water. This Standard only refers to mortars in which retardation is
achieved by the use of chemical retarders.
Different sources of raw material available throughout Europe yield a wide range of Roman cements. Thus, it is to be expected that the interaction between Roman cement and
a chemical retarder is not common between all possible combinations. Consequently,
this Standard does not require the use of a specified retarder; rather the selection of a
suitable retarder remains with the cement manufacturer although it must be specified
on the Certificate of Conformity.
In a similar vein the workable lives (EN 1015-9) of standard mortars produced with different cements but a common dosage of a common retarder is variable. Whilst increasing the dosage of retarder increases the setting time it, typically, also increases the 3
hour strength of the mortar whilst reducing the 28 day strength. Excessive dosages can
severely affect the strength development of a cement such that it is advised to avoid dosages of more than 1% citric acid or the molar equivalent if using other retarders. It is the
responsibility of the cement producer to select an appropriate retarder and to identify the
retarder on the Certificate of Conformity
This Standard adopts the approach of utilising the dosage of the chosen retarder to yield
a workable life in the range 5 – 10 minutes. Should this dosage exceed the guidance
above then alternative procedures are specified (see “(2) Mixing of mortar“, page 6).
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Scope
This Standard applies to Roman cement used for:
preparation of mortars for use in conservation/restoration of 19th/
early 20th century architecture (e.g. renders, cast elements)
preparation of grouts, mortars or concretes for contemporary construction activities which take advantage of the particular properties
of Roman cement (e.g. fixing of street furniture, spray coat for tunnel
lining)
preparation of grouts or mortars for other conservation/restoration
activities (e.g. protection of mosaics).
It gives classifications for the different types of Roman cement. It also gives requirements
for their chemical and physical properties which depend on the type of Roman cement.
The choice of Roman cement, particularly as regards types for different applications and
exposure conditions shall follow the appropriate European or national application standards and/or regulations/guidance valid in the place of use.

Normative References
EN 196-1

Methods of testing cement – Part 1: Determination of strength

EN196-2

Methods of testing cement – Part 2: Chemical analysis of cement

EN 196-3

Methods of testing cement – Part 3: Determination of setting times
and soundness

EN 196-6

Methods of testing cement – Part 6: Determination of fineness

EN 1015-9

Methods of test for mortar for masonry - Part 9: Determination of workable
life and correction time of fresh mortar

EN 1015-18 Methods of test for mortar for masonry - Part 18: Determination of waterabsorption coefficient due to capillary action of hardened mortar
EN 12617-4 Products and systems for the protection and repair of concrete structures Test methods - Part 4: Determination of shrinkage and expansion
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Definitions
Characteristic value
Value of a required property outside of which lies a specified percentage, the percentile
Pk, of all the values of the population.
Roman cement
Cement produced by the low temperature calcination of a single feedstock which is subsequently ground to the state of a fine powder.

Cement Properties
STANDARD CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS OF ROMAN CEMENTS
Roman cement shall conform to the requirements listed Table 1, column 3 when tested
in accordance with the standard referred to in column 2.
Table 1: Chemical requirements of Roman cement
1 | PROPERTY

2 | TEST REFERENCE

3 | REQUIREMENTS

Loss on Ignition

EN 196-2

≥2% ≤ 14%

Insoluble Residue

EN 196-2

≤ 12%

Sulfate content (as SO3)

EN 196-2

≤ 4%

Chloride content

EN 196-2

≤ 0.1%

In addition, Roman cement may include no more than 5% tri-calcium silicate when
measured by XRD techniques.

STANDARD PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ROMAN CEMENTS
Roman cement shall conform to the requirements listed Table 2. In some cases it is
possible for a cement to meet all the specifications of a Roman cement other than the
setting time criteria. In this case the cement would be classified as a slow setting Roman
cement.
Table 2: Physical requirements of Roman cement
PROPERTY

REQUIREMENTS

Soundness

≤ 15 mm

Initial Setting

≤ 10 mins

Final setting

≤ 15 mins

Sieve residue

See “Surface area and sieve residue” on next page

Surface Area

See “Surface area and sieve residue” on next page
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PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS FOR THE ASSESSMENT
OF SETTING TIME AND SOUNDNESS
Pastes are to be prepared at a standard w/c of 0.65. A specification of fixed w/c is necessitated by the rapid setting making the production of pastes to a common consistence
impossible.
Cement (300 g) is placed in a bowl and water (195 g) added; timing for the determination
of setting commences as soon as the water is added. The ingredients are mixed for 10
seconds using a domestic hand-held food mixer. The paste is transferred to the mould
as quickly as possible.

DETERMINATION OF SETTING TIME AND SOUNDNESS
Assessment of setting time and soundness is performed in accordance with EN 196-3.

SURFACE AREA AND SIEVE RESIDUE
Typical values of sieve residue and surface area, measured by laser diffraction, are 1%
on a 300 µm sieve and 4000 – 8000 m²/g respectively. However, in order to match historic
materials, the purchaser may specify required values for either parameter which must
be agreed at the time of placing the order.

Mortar Properties
PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
General
The preferred method of determination of compressive strength is in accordance with EN
196-1. Prepare 3 specimens for each batch.
Modifications to EN 196-1
(1) Composition of mortar
The water/cement ratio is 0.6 with the mass of water being 270 +/- 1 g.
For Roman cements with a high water demand to achieve acceptable workability the
cement/aggregate ratio may be reduced to 1:2 or 1:1 as appropriate with the mass of
cement being 625 +/- 2 g or 1350 +/- 5 g respectively and the mass of water being 375
+/- 1 g or 810 +/- 2 g respectively. Such a modification should be noted on the Certificate
of Conformity.
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(2) Mixing of mortar
The preferred mixing procedure is as follows:
(a) dissolve the retarder into the mixing water
(b) place the cement in the bowl and start the mixer on low speed.
Add the water taking care to avoid loss of water or cement
(c) immediately the first of the water is brought into contact with the
cement start the timing of the mixing stages. In addition, record the
time to the nearest second as zero time
(d) after 30 s of mixing, add the sand steadily over the next 30 s. Switch
the mixer to high speed and continue the mixing for an additional 30 s.
(e) stop the mixer for 30 s and remove by means of a rubber or plastic
scraper the mortar adhering to the wall and bottom part of the bowl
and place in the middle of the bowl
(f) continue the mixing at the high speed for 60 s, i.e. until the total mixing time is 3 minutes.
For Roman cements which exhibit such a rapid setting that the mortar either sets within
the mixing bowl during mixing or before the mortar can be compacted into the moulds
the following procedure, known as the “rapid mixing method”, should be adopted:
(a) dissolve the retarder into the mixing water
(b) place the cement and the sand in the bowl and start the mixer on
low speed. Mix for 2 minutes
(c) add the water taking care to avoid loss of water or cement
(d) immediately the first of the water is brought into contact with the
cement start the timing of the mixing stages. In addition, record the
time to the nearest second as zero time
(e) after 10 s of mixing switch the mixer to high speed and continue the
mixing for an additional 15 s.
(f) stop the mixer for 10 s and remove by means of a rubber or plastic
scraper the mortar adhering to the wall and bottom part of the bowl
and place in the middle of the bowl
(g) continue the mixing at the high speed for 15 s, i.e. until the total
mixing time is 50 s.
(3) Compaction of mortar
The preferred method of compaction is to use a vibrating table. The mortar is placed in
the mould in two layers and vibrated after the addition of each layer. The specimens are
finished by floating of with a steel float. These procedures should be completed within 5
minutes of zero time.
For rapid setting Roman cements as defined and produced according to “(2) Mixing of
mortar“ the following procedure should be adopted:
(a) place the mould on the vibrating table and switch it on
(b) place the mortar in the mould in a single layer
(c) if necessary, commence the finishing of the specimens before the
vibration is complete
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(4) Curing of mortars
Upon setting of the mortar the mould is placed in a plastic bag containing a wet tissue (95
+/- 5% rh). No more than 20 minutes before the first test age ((5) Age of specimens for
strength tests) the specimens are removed from the mould and maintained in the same
atmospheric conditions. At an age of 3 hours 3 specimens are tested for compressive
strength and the remainder are placed under water at 20°C.
(5) Age of specimens for strength tests
Calculate the age of specimens as that from zero time ((2) Mixing of mortar, page 6).
Carry out strength tests at the different ages within the following limits:
3 h +/- 5 mins
24 h +/- 15 mins
7 d +/- 2 h
28 d +/- 8 h
91 d +/- 8 h

STANDARD STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS FOR ROMAN CEMENT
Classification of Roman cement
The classification of Roman cement is based upon its strength at an age of 3 hours when
tested in accordance with “Preparation of specimens for the measurement of compressive strength“, page 5 (see Annex 1 for preferred additional classifications). Roman
cement shall be classified according to the notation and its compressive strength expressed in MPa in accordance with Table 3.
Table 3: Types of Roman cement
CLASSIFICATION

3 HOURS

A

≥ 5.0

B

< 5.0 ≥ 1.0

C

< 1.0

Thus, a Roman cement will be classified as either RC A, RC B or RC C.
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PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS FOR MEASUREMENT OF SHRINKAGE
General
Specimens are to be manufactured in accordance with section “Preparation of specimens for the measurement of compressive strength“, page 5; the same retarder shall
be used as that used to produce samples for strength assessment. In addition, measurement studs shall be provided in accordance with EN 12617-4.
Curing and exposure
Specimens shall be demoulded at an age of 3 hours and cured under water until attaining an age of 3 days before exposure to an atmosphere of 20 ± 2°C and 60 ± 10% RH. It
is recommended that the measuring studs be coated with petroleum jelly to minimise a
build up of salts on the studs. Three specimens shall be tested at each age.
Procedure and schedule
Measurements shall be taken in accordance with EN 12617-4. In addition, the weight of
each sample shall be recorded.

STANDARD SHRINKAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR ROMAN CEMENT
The shrinkage measured in accordance with the procedures described in “Preparation
of specimens for measurement of shrinkage“ shall be less than 2 mm/m. There is insufficient data for cements of high water demand identified in “(1) Composition of mortar“,
page 5, to be able to specify a requirement. Consequently, both the mortar formulation used and the measured shrinkage should be noted on the Certificate of Conformity.

Annex 1 (Informative)
It has been found that there is not necessarily a connection between strength at early
ages and strength after prolonged periods of curing. Consequently, some potential endusers may require confirmation of longer term performance. Table A1 shows an extension to the classification previously described in Table 3.
Table A1: Extended classification of Roman cements
CLASSIFICATION

3 HOURS

91 DAYS

I

≥ 5.0

≥ 25

II

< 5.0 ≥1.0

≥ 15

III

< 1.0

≥ 10

Thus, a Roman cement may be classified as either RCI, RC II or RC III.
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